Special Relativity, General Relativity,
Blackholes and Wormholes, Warp Drives and Time Machines
Modified Gravity, Entropic Gravity, MOND
Quantized Inertia, Entropy and Information replace Dark Matter
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Special Relativity - I will present Two Distinct Approaches (always better than one)
View #1: Some Definitions
Event = something happening in fairly limited region of space and for short duration in time.
Mathematically, we idealize concepts -> Event = point in space and instant in time.
Universe -> an event = 4 numbers require to “locate” an event…..
-> 3 numbers = spatial position and 1 number = time:
= 4-dimensional spacetime.
Everything that happens in universe = an event or a collection of events.
Actual events are independent of observers.
However, the 4 numbers describing event are not independent of observers, as we will see.
Spacetime is the collection of all possible events.
I ate dinner

Someone
knocks
on door
I heard on the
radio that a meteor
struck the moon

Events in Spacetime
No reference frame introduced as yet

A tree falls
outside my
house
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How do we measure the four coordinates or the “where/when” of an event?
One method is the so-called many-observer model.
It works as follows:
synchronize all clocks ahead of experiment (each observer has a clock)
measure and label grid locations ahead of experiment
observers move clocks to grid locations
they must assume this moving process has no effect on synchronization
Now, throw an eraser into the air
If eraser passes an observer’s location(grid point) then observer records local time
The collection of such “where and when” information (when brought back together) gives the set
of events representing the motion being observed

This operational definition of an event —> a possible prescription for assigning numbers to
the associated where and when information in precise and reproducible way.
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Now assume 2-dimensional spacetime = 1 spatial dimension and 1 time dimension(simplicity).
All physics that we derive in restricted universe easily extended to real 4-dimensional universe.
Particular set of coordinate axes and associated scales are chosen inside space-time.
The choice is arbitrary!!
It is called a frame of reference.
—> allows us to relate events to measured quantities in experiments,
i.e., so that theorists can talk to experimentalists.
(2- dimensional case)
Represent events using spacetime diagram.

ME

Definition of coordinate axes given by —>
Note: use ct rather than t for vertical axis.
where c= speed of light (c = 3.0×108 m/sec)
—> change in scale for vertical axis; reason will be clear shortly.
—> both axes measure in meters!
Correspondence

1 meter
1
ct = 1 meter ! t =
= ⇥ 10
8
3.0 ⇥ 10 m/sec
3

8

sec = 3.33 nanosecond = 3.33 ns
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Many texts use a different scheme for labeling axes ->
parallel to x-axis

Here -> t and x measured in sec instead of meters
ct = 1 meter ! t =

parallel to t-axis

1
⇥ 10
3

Correspondence
8

sec and x = 1 meter !

x
1
= ⇥ 10
c
3

8

sec

But, carrying around all the powers of 10 is
cumbersome and not useful.

We will use x and ct axes.

Note: parallel line definition of coordinate
values rather than perpendicular
definition(they are different later as we shall
see).

Collection of related events = worldline.
Examples of worldlines and other things shown below
ct
Eraser thrown
vertically (x is
vertical now).
An accelerating
particle

eraser
bouncing
off a wall

wall

x

me
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Two very important lines on spacetime diagram are given below:

Parallel to x axis

Now we discuss these concepts in detail.

Parallel to ct axis

We start with things from everyday experience
i.e, small velocities.
Consider the diagram on right
Quantity

∆t = t2 − t1 = time-separation or coordinate time between events

Quantity

∆x = x2 − x1 = spatial-separation between events.

Can we also say at this point that ∆t = time-interval between events
and
∆x = distance between events?
Answer is NO!!! as we will see…..
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Must be very careful not to make assumptions when cannot prove statements;
Good rule = if do not know something is true, then should not assume it!!
It is clear, however,
that two events on same vertical line take place at same position
and
two events on same horizontal line take place at same time
(they are simultaneous) as earlier.
In diagram below have several objects all moving with different speeds.
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Now imagine car on track -> create diagram to represent motion of car.
Diagram shows worldlines -> car at rest and car moving with constant speed in + x−direction.
In all cases, during any interval speed

v = ∆x/∆t = 1/slope.

ct

#3
#2

Now attempt to measure length of car.
#1'

First consider car at rest.
Diagram(right) represents me walking (in your frame of
reference) first to one end of car and recording its position
(x1) and then walking to other end and recording position (x2).

#1

#0

L
x
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At event #0, standing at rest(talking).

ct

#3
#2

Then walk over to one end of car (event #1 = (x1, ct1).
#1'

Then walk over to other end of car (event #2 = (x2,ct2).

#1

Where are you on this diagram?
#0

L

Answer: You are ct−axis(you are at rest at x=0) in own frame of reference!!

x

You are the observer describing everything and drawing the diagram!!!
Alternatively, I could have delayed walking over to other end of car (event #1′ = (x1 , ct'1)
and
then gone over to other end (event #3 = (x3, ct3).
Length of car -> L = x2 −x1 or L = x3 −x1 = x2 −x1.
For car at rest, length measurement is same no matter how long I delay getting to the other
end (whether I use event #2 or #3).
Notice how car is just in spacetime.
We do not have to be there!!.
What is actually in spacetime for car?
Look carefully.... all of its past, all of its future — everything about car is in spacetime!!!!
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What is difference if one uses a many-observer model?
Two observers located at ends of car.
They record locations and then calculate length. No gains with this approach if car at rest!!
At this point -> there are no obvious problems with length measurements.
Now consider a moving car:
ct

At event #0, standing at rest.
Then walk over to one end of car (event #1 = (x1, ct1)).

#3

Then walk over to other end of car (event #2 = (x2,ct2)).

#2

Alternatively, could have walked over more slowly to
other end of car (event #3 = (x3,ct3)).
In this case, x3 ≠ x2.

#4

#1

Is length of car L12 = x2−x1 or L13 = x3−x1 > L12?
As can be seen from diagram, neither is correct result
L (as gotten from a measurement of car at rest).

L
#0

x

Is there operational procedure that we can use to guarantee will always measure correct
length (= length measured at rest)?
Diagram indicates answer.
If we measure location of ends of car at same time (simultaneously), namely, events #1 and #4,
then get correct length L (using any other line of simultaneity OK also).
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Of course -> impossible measurement for single observer, but not for many-observer model.
Have all observers close eyes and when their clock alarms go off (all set to go off
simultaneously), then two observers will be located at ends of the car (even if moving) and
length = spatial separation of their grid locations.
Thus define length measurement as
spatial separation between endpoints of object measured simultaneously
Philosophers would not let me use word define for this operational procedure; but luckily no
philosophers are here to challenge me!
A question: Have we just exchanged the unknown meaning of length for a new unknown,
namely, simultaneity?
Answer is YES!
However, that is what operational procedures are all about and that is why they differ from
definitions.
We think, at this point,
we are able to define simultaneity unambiguously,
and thus the new procedure is better than not knowing how to measure length.
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What about time intervals?

Consider two events shown below:
Time-separation between events #1 and #2 is

∆t = t2 − t1.

I am the observer. My worldline is ct−axis.
Can I measure this quantity?
Physics imposes restriction that can only have
confidence in measuring instruments on my
worldline (i.e., always with me)
in that case, then, the answer is NO!.
l
x1

Can, however, measure quantity ∆T = time indicated
on diagram, since measurement can be made with
clock I am carrying with me on my worldline in
following manner.

l
x2

Event #1 = (x1,ct1) takes place and sends out light beam towards me.
Light beam arrives at me (worldlines intersect) at time t1 + x1/c,
i.e., actual time of event t1 + time takes light beam to reach me from distance x1.
Similarly for event #2. Thus, for ∆x = x2 − x1.
⇣

x2 ⌘
T = t2 +
c

⇣

x1 ⌘
t1 +
=
c

t+

x
c
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It is clear that ∆T > ∆t.
If I independently know spatial separation ∆x between two events, then could infer(calculate)
time-separation ∆t, but this is not a measurement! ∆T is time one sees between two events.
Is either of these values = time interval?
We just do not know!
Must create operational definition for time interval.
Done as follows. Looking at figure(right)
See that in both cases, time interval between two
events is operationally defined as
difference in my clock readings,
i.e., clock and thus me must have a worldline that passes through both events in order to
define the time-interval between the events in unambiguous manner.
Prescription assumes that nothing happens to a clock when it moves that changes this result.
We do not know that this is true at this point.
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Thus, to be safe, define
time interval between two events = time-separation
when clock is at rest and thus, the two events take
place at same position according to observer
carrying clock
as shown(right):
2 events in this case are
event #1 = (x0, ct1) and event #2 = (x0, ct2)

xo

and time interval or elapsed time between events is given by t2 − t1.
Is this what you actually do?

NO.

You move between events usually (changing your speed in process) and assume that has no
effect on your clock or you stay still and infer time interval by measuring time that you see
between two events.
As we shall see from the theory we are developing, this is OK for everyday world we
live in but not in world where objects move with large speeds.
We are also assuming that all of these measurement procedures are objective.
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Suppose there is a rotten core in the apple of the scientific objectivity.
Physics works .... makes correct predictions.
Does it matter if we are really being subjective, i.e., that the entire view of spacetime might be
dependent on human observation or that measurements are relative to observer?
Philosophers spend a lot of time discussing this sort of stuff!
We do not!
So now we have operational definitions that allow a single observer looking at universe to
describe events, measure distances and time intervals between events, and so on and report
on what happened in some experiment according to them.
Our problem arises, however, when second observer, moving relative to first observer,
appears and also tries to describe the experiment using same procedures.
Still View #1 : Galilean Relativity
Central to any discussion of relativity that prevailed alongside Newtonian (pre-Einstein)
physics is concept of absolute time.
Newton and Galileo both assumed that passage of time was same for all observers no matter
what they were doing.
Thus if two observers separately measured time interval between two events, then was
assumed that ∆t = t2 − t1 = t′2 − t′1 = ∆t′, no matter what was happening to them!
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Suppose two observers are moving with respect to each other (along common x−direction)
with relative speed u such that their respective origins coincide at t = t′ = 0.
Then, at some time t later, we might have situation shown.

use separate frames of reference
displaced for clarity

Know from everyday experience(your survival) that if observer O′ measures a velocity v′
and observer O measures a velocity v for some moving object in the common
x(x’)-direction, the relationship between these two measured velocities is given by
v′ = v − u.
Now to measure a velocity(assumed to be constant here) of object, each observer must
observe 2 events in its motion.
Suppose has been done and have measured results for the 2 events as:

#1 ! (x1 , ct1 ) and (x01 , ct01 )
#2 ! (x2 , ct2 ) and (x02 , ct02 )
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Then we have

x2
v = velocity measured by O(frame S) =
t2

x1
=
t1

x
t

0
x
v 0 = velocity measured by O0 (frame S’) = 20
t2

x01
=
0
t1

x0
t0

Now the absolute time concept says that ∆t = ∆t′ and this then implies that
v0 = v

or

x0
=
0
t

u
x
t

u

or
x0 =

x

u t

makes sense from your experience !!

Now if we choose the events representing measurement of particle velocity to be
event #1 ! (x = 0, ct = 0) and (x0 = 0, ct0 = 0)

origins coincide

event #2 ! (x, ct) and (x0 , ct0 )
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which -> a choice of origin for the space and time measurements
(always allowed because physical phenomena are not dependent on choice of origin - this is
confirmed by many experiments), we then obtain equations
u
u
0
0
ct = ct , x = x ut = x
ct
c t =c t ,
x = x u t= x
c t
or
c
c
as equations relating two sets of observations.
This relationship is as shown below:
0

0

-> equations of Galilean Relativity -> Galilean
transformation equations or relations.
They allow two observers in different frames of
reference moving with constant speed relative
to each other to compare(talk to each other)
their respective observations under the
assumption that Newtonian/Galilean physics is
valid.
Galilean relativity was the basis of Newtonian
physics until 1900(for centuries).
You have deep understanding of Galilean relativity ingrained within your brain.
If you did not, then you would not have survived to be taking this class today.
Galilean relativity accurately describes the everyday world we live in.
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Relative velocity formula -> signature of old classical physics and everyday world.
This is Old Original World View of 19th century physics circa 1900 ....
a product of finest minds - developed over several centuries.
Everyone was comfortable with theory.
It was internally consistent.
It worked amazingly well(—> agreed with all experiments).
Now before proceeding, we take a step back and introduce View #2.
Some repetition - but that always helps with your understanding.
View #2: Events in Space-Time: Basic Building Blocks
Event = basic building block of theory = a (where, when) of a physical occurrence or a
potential occurrence;
—> a point, i.e., a hammer head hits nail.
Nail is not event - exists over time period(has extension in time).
Nail also has extension in space.
Two events are the same if coincide - have same (where, when).
Are events real?
What are events really like?
Physics does not ask and cannot answer such questions.
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Physics is only interested in relationships between events (even if events possibly not
understood at fundamental level).
This is what our theories will do!
1st Try - Your Everyday Experience = the so-called “Aristotelian” View
Event = (position in space, time of occurrence).
Explicitly,
(1) set up Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z)
(a) define origin and 3 orthogonal axes (x,y,z)
(b) each position in space = 3 real numbers
(1) value of x = distance of event from origin along x-direction
(2) value of y = distance of event from origin along y-direction
(3) value of z = distance of event from origin along z-direction
(2) At each (x,y,z) point (define a minimum separation between points based on
accuracy that we can measure) place an observer (labeled with those (x,y,z)
values).
Observers remain fixed in space.
(3) Each observer has clock (all are synchronized).
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How does arrangement work?
Let event #1 be explosion of firecracker.
One of fixed observers is located in immediate vicinity of event.
Observer records (x,y,z) values + time on clock(when explosion happened).
4 numbers -> characterization of event in Aristotelian view.
This complicated/explicit procedure is necessary in this view.
Does it accurately represent structure of space and time?
Implicit in procedure are assumptions about way space and time operate - assumptions that
will not turn out to be true!
Explicit procedure will -> what is wrong with assumptions.
What relationships are implied by this Aristotelian view?
Given two fixed events, ask whether following questions make any sense in Aristotelian view.
Do 2 events (x ,y ,z ,t ) and (x′0 ,y′0 ,z′0,t′0 ) have same position in space?
Make sense with event data -> x0 = x′0, y0 =y′0, and z0 =z′0.
Do 2 events occur at same time?
Make sense with event data -> t0 = t′0.
Then clearly, 2 events are same if

x0 =x′0, y0 =y′0, z0 =z′0, and t0 =t′0.
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What is distance between 2 events?
Makes sense with event data
-> Need to calculate (distance)2 = (x0 −x′0)2+(y0 −y′0)2+(z0 −z′0)2. (Pythagoras)
What is elapsed time between 2 events?
Makes sense with event data
-> Need to calculate t0 − t′0.
Is a particle at rest?
Makes sense with event data
-> If position is unchanged for different times, then answer is yes.
What distance did particle travel between one time and some later time?
Makes sense with event data
-> Need to calculate
(distance)21 = (x0 − x1)2 + (y0 − y1)2 + (z0 − z1)2

with t0 < t1

and
(distance)2 =(x1 −x2)2 +(y1 −y2)2 +(z1 −z2)2 with t1 < t2
and so on and add all distances for total distance traveled.
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What is speed of particle?
Make sense with event data
-> Need to calculate total distance traveled divided by total time interval.
All such ideas make sense in Aristotelian view and none will make sense in relativity theory!
Now let M be set of all possible events(past, present and future);
M = space-time.
Point in M represents an event.
Region of M is a collection of events.
Space-time is also able to describe more complicated things than events.
Particle is described by line(collection of events representing position for different times)
line = worldline.
Worldline completely describes everything about coordinates(space and time) of particle.
Thus, particle is not point from viewpoint of space-time -> a line.
Now consider 2 particles.
Each represented by a worldline.
Suppose the two lines intersect at point p as shown
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Physical meaning?
Point p = event which lies on both worldlines
-> experienced by both particle A and particle B
-> physical collision between particles in real world.
Want to discover theory of relationships between events.
How is space-time involved?
What is its role?
Events = points in space-time M.
Thus, relationships between events = relationships between points in set M = some kind of
internal structure imposed on M.
Need to determine the kind of structures we can impose on space-time.
View #2 (continued) : The “Aristotelian” View: A Personalized Framework
Suppose we have an Aristotelian view and Space-time.
Aristotelian view = particular way of looking at relationships between events.
Space-time is supposed to be a view-independent collection of events.
Ask this question:
What is relationship between events according to the Aristotelian view within space-time?
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If can figure out, then will be able to use Aristotelianized space-time to translate between
geometrical constructs in space-time and things happening in physical world.
Aristotelian view -> characterization of each event by 4 numbers (x,y,z,t).
Space-time is collection of all events.
4 numbers => 4-dimensional spacetime.
We incorporate Aristotelian view into space-time by introducing coordinate system
-> associate each point (event in space-time) 4 real numbers
= values of (x, y, z, t).
Figure shows space-time (the rectangular box) with coordinate system added.

Only drew 3 dimensions because do
not know how to draw 4 dimensions
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Geometrical Objects in Space-time

t-axis = line in space-time (vertical)
-> collection of events such that (x=0, y=0, z=0)

give z value event though cannot see it

i.e., = coordinates of single observer with this Aristotelian view!
Thus, a t-axis = all events the single observer experiences.
Consider different vertical line (parallel to t-axis)
-> all events with (x=3,y=7,z=-2) shown
= all events of single observer at that location experiences.
Thus, each observer -> own personal vertical worldline.
Worldline represents observer in space-time = observer!
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Now consider plane t = 0, i.e., plane containing all
events with t = 0 .
Values of (x,y,z) on plane arbitrary
-> 3-dimensional object (2 dimensional here).
Such planes are horizontal planes as shown.
Represent collection of all events with same time value.
Plane -> a clock reading.
Vertical line = position in space and
horizontal planes = clock readings or time values.
All events on horizontal plane took place at same time according to all observers
= simultaneous events.
Point in space-time characterized by giving
vertical straight line on which it lies
together with
horizontal 3-plane on which it lies.
Event = intersection of line and plane.
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Now look back at relationships between events in Aristotelian view
and reformulate them geometrically in space-time.
Do 2 events have same position within space-time?
Question translates to:
Do 2 points in space-time lie on same vertical straight line?
Do 2 events occur at same time?
Question translates to:
Do 2 points in space-time lie on same horizontal 3-plane?

What is spatial distance between 2 events?
What is elapsed time?
Let p and q be two events as shown.
Positions in space represented by vertical
straight lines on which they lie(left).

elapsed time measured along vertical line and spatial distance measured in horizontal plane
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Consider 1 particle in world;

p

draw worldline in space-time
This should all seem like very basic stuﬀ.
It is!!!
It must be if we are eventually going to derive a NEW theory.

Ask question:
Can we find out what particle is doing physically using only its worldline?
Step 1 -> draw one horizontal 3-plane corresponding to t = 7;
label event p where worldline intersects plane
-> p occurred at time t = 7
-> p represents event = particle at time 7.
Position of particle at time 7 represented by vertical line through p.
In similar manner spatial position of particle at other times
given by intersections of worldline with other horizontal 3-planes.
In this manner, worldline provides position of particle at all times
-> everything need to know.
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Figure right shows worldlines of four
different particles.
Particle A -> vertical straight worldline
-> particle A is at rest.
Particle B has non-vertical straight worldline
-> moving (nonzero velocity).
Particle C -> larger velocity than particle B.
Particle D changing its velocity(accelerating)
-> worldline is not straight line.

There is no dynamics in space-time
nothing moves in space-time
nothing happens in space-time
nothing changes in space-time.
Any dynamic, ongoing state of affairs is completely represented - past, present, and future,
by a single, unmoving space-time.
Particle is not moving in space-time or going along worldline.
Particles are just in space-time, once and for all, and worldline represents, all at once, the
complete life history of particle (past, present and future).
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What about Light?
Send out light beam (laser) as pulse,
i.e., turn on/off quickly.
Result -> small bit of light beam (“particle”) of light emitted from laser.
Part A (left).
Light has worldline -> corresponds to all events illuminated by laser pulse.
Important event (laser flashed).
Part B (right)

q

laser turned on(event p)
left on for while and
then turned off(event q).

p

Light is represented by 2-surface as shown
-> corresponds all events illuminated by laser beam.
Light = collection of all events illuminated.
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Consider light source which sends light out in all directions (light bulb).
Keep source off and then turn it on for instant and keep off thereafter.
Again light emitted represented by collection of all events illuminated.
Represent situation in space-time by very large number of worldlines
(for each light beam going in some direction)
all making same angle(same velocity)
(just rotated around vertical worldline of person with light bulb)

Light bulb
flash is
event p.

Surface shown represents all events that will be illuminated after light bulb flashes
-> surface of a cone.
Cone represents, physically, spherical surface of light expanding outward with time,
i.e., intersections of cone surface with horizontal 3-plane
times = series of circles getting larger as time gets larger.

cannot draw what it looks like in
4 dimensions - must rely on mathematics
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Discussion
Aristotelian view permits description of what is happening
(has happened, will happen)
without placing any restrictions on what happens.
A theory takes over at that point and tells us what does happen.
View provides structure on space-time that gives broad framework
within which a theory can be expressed, thought about and tested.
Structure imposed by a view, does, however, have an influence on which theories might be
considered
(why views can be dangerous).
A theory must make sense within structure of space-time imposed by a view,
i.e., relationships between events in theory
must be relationships available within chosen view.
If spatial distance between events makes no sense in a view,
then any theory that makes reference to spatial distance between events
will clearly make no sense in this particular view.
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Examples
Newton’s Law of Gravitation.
This law makes two references to spacetime,
namely, must be able to specify the position of objects at a given time and
must be able to determine distance between objects at that time.
Both make sense in the Aristotelian view
so law of gravitation will make sense in this view.
Law of light.
A small pulse of light has a speed of 3 × 1010 cm/sec.
Pulse described by worldline.
Speed makes sense in Aristotelian view.
None of these results are surprising since this view is that of our everyday experience.
Final Thoughts at this Point for this View
Aristotelian view seems simple and comfortable.
Is it correct? Consider following example:
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Observer(#1) is far out in space and can maneuver about.
Observer(#2) passes by and explodes 2 firecrackers at same place in space (according to #2)
separated by 5 sec in time (according to #2) and then disappears.
Can #1 decide whether these 2 events took place at same position in space?
Of course.
#1 just locates two events relative to his view and then claims they took place at same position
in space if they did so according to the measurements of #1.
This is how Aristotelian view works.
What do your statements depend on?
Suppose at time earlier than explosions, #1 had accelerated and therefore had different speed
at time of explosions than in 1st experiment.
Statement whether two events occurred at same place in space might be quite different now
since #1 will now have moved between explosions.
In addition, another observer moving relative to #1 might have completely different view of
whether two events occurred at same place in space.
Attitude to possible different statements at this point: that is way it is, that is way world
works! We have to live with it!.
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Occurred at same place could be regarded as personal rather than public issue.
Certain relationships between events allowed in Aristotelian view depend on who is doing
observing and what that observer’s past history was,
i.e., we just have to live with many, personalized Aristotelian views.
Physics tries to make separation between what observers see and what is or what is
“really” there or what can be attributed to Nature.
Personalized Aristotelian views rob space-time of all universal structure.
If everything (whole Aristotelian setup) attributed only to individual observers,
then nothing is left to be pure structure on space-time itself
without reference to observers.
We hope space-time will retain at least some,
preferably, as much as possible
universal, observer-independent structure.
Observers will then just be worldlines in space-time
(just another geometrical object within the universal, observer-independent structure).
A universal structure plus a particular observer’s worldline then allows us to recreate
that particular observer’s experiences.
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View #2 another way : The Galilean View: A Democratic Framework
Let us compare the characterization of space-time by 2 observers.
On what basis?
Need to find ideas that are universal - common to all observers.
Universal ideas allow translation between characterizations from different observers.
Central idea = event.
All observers agree about an event existence
-> collection of all possible events = space-time is also universal.
There are no personal set of events or personal space-time.
Viewpoint of single observer (us).
Suppose have constructed usual Aristotelian setup
-> draw personal picture of space-time (label events).
Now describe another observer(s) Aristotelian setup?
Assume all represented by worldlines (parallel)
-> particles moving with respect to us with some velocity
worldlines are straight but not vertical (figure)
-> 3 other observers
-> geometrical representation of other observers.
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Now represent clocks?
Assume observers instructed to indicate when clocks read
t = 0 (when all clocks synchronized).
Geometrical object (surface) through collection of such
events
-> horizontal 3-plane for synchronized clocks.
Do for all other times (separated by 1 sec each)
set of planes -> represent clocks in space-time.
Other set of observers
= phenomenon in physical world represented within our space-time diagram.
However, other group could carry out same procedures
-> their own personal view
-> us as a phenomenon in physical world being observed.
No group is more important than any other in this view.

Other group thinks they are at rest and we are moving.
Thus, from their view we have diagram
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where their worldines now vertical.
Worldline α representing us intersects worldlines A, B, C
of other observers at 3 events p, q and r as shown in
both figures (representing two views).
Whatever events appear in one view must appear in
other view and time order (p -> q -> r)of meetings
must be same, as shown.
However, there is only 1 objective world out there with its events.
2 sets of Aristotelians look at world and each describes it in terms of own space-time
diagram or view.
Each group can describe, within own view, any phenomenon taking place in world.
Each group can describe itself (vertical straight lines, horizontal 3-planes) and also other
group (parallel non-vertical lines, horizontal 3-planes).
Clearly, 2 diagrams simply related to each other by a geometrical transformation.
Obtain one diagram from other by sliding horizontal 3-planes over each other until
non-vertical lines are vertical -> other diagram!
Other phenomena?
Suppose some event occurs in world and 2
sets of observers represent it within own
space-time diagram.
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How are representations related?
Geometrical way of finding relationships
-> apply shifting property.
Particle at rest with respect to 1st group and then
starts moving at event p
-> at rest with respect to other group.
1st group -> particle was at rest and then started
moving at p.
2nd group -> particle was moving and then
stopped at p.
2 further examples below.
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Aristotelian view mixes universal structures, intrinsic to space-time itself, with structures
particular to individual observers.
Translation between space-time diagrams is 1st step in separating 2 types of structures.
Now we complete the process.
Consider many Aristotelian setups(not just 2).
For given physical phenomenon draw many different space-time pictures.
Any 2 setups related as described earlier.
Nothing distinguishes any one of competing Aristotelian groups.
Different pictures all equally valid.
Each group considers personal assignments of positions and times correct and that other
groups confused.
No objective basis for such statement by any of groups.
Galilean view
-> mechanism for ending argument between groups
(about which correct).
—> Democratize the situation:
—> all Aristotelian setups allowed on equal footing.
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What structural features result?
All groups agree on family of 3-dimensional surfaces in
space-time corresponding to time surfaces.
No disputes
-> these surfaces unchanged in Galilean view.
Each group draws own position lines
(family of 1-dimensional worldlines in space-time).
Families different for different groups.
In Galilean view all families admitted - none preferred.
Space-time consists of an infinite stack of horizontal 3-planes (time surfaces) pierced by an
infinite number of straight lines in every non-horizontal direction through every point of stack
of planes.
Aristotelian group within space-time
represented by 1 particular family of mutually parallel worldlines
(position lines of that group).
Each group chooses to see its worldlines vertical.
Thus, Galilean view
-> no commitment to which family vertical.
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Universal, intrinsic structure of space-time itself in Galilean view
refers only to 3-dimensional surfaces(time) and to all lines(positions) taken together.
Structure particular to one group corresponds to using one particular, preferred family of lines
as reference set.
Aristotelian view simple to describe
—> event characterized by position in space plus time of occurrence.
Galilean view not simple to describe.
Only thing one can say is ignore verticality.
Now we determine which relationships between events make sense in Galilean view.
Since all time surfaces still valid and no family of vertical lines singled out
relationships that make sense in Galilean view
= those on which all Aristotelian groups agree (are universal!).
Examples.
2 events occurred at same time.
Equivalent to statement that 2 events lie on same horizontal 3-plane.
All Aristotelians agree about statement
-> makes sense in Galilean view.
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Elapsed time between 2 events = t seconds.
Statement refers to vertical distance between 2 horizontal 3-planes.
All Aristotelians agree about statement
-> makes sense in Galilean view.
2 events occurred at same position in space.
Do not know which of families of position lines
= true position lines
Aristotelians -> different answers.
-> will not make sense in Galilean view.
Spatial distance between 2 events = x centimeters.
Answer to statement depends on which family of position lines
used.
Spatial separation determined by finding 2 position lines that
pass through 2 events.
Clearly, answer depends on which family.
Aristotelians -> different answers -> will not make sense in Galilean view.
Exists 1 case, however -> all Aristotelians agree.
All get same spatial distance when 2 events take place at same time
on same horizontal 3-plane -> this case makes sense in Galilean view.
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Knowing which relationships between events make sense in Galilean view
can now decide which other physical notions in space-time make sense.
Particle is moving with constant velocity.
Make sense in Galilean view
since geometrically corresponds to statement that worldline is straight
on which all Aristotelians agree.
Particle has speed of 10 cm/sec.
All Aristotelians agree on numerical values of elapsed time interval
but will disagree on numerical value of spatial distance traveled during time interval.
So does not make sense in Galilean view.
Particle at rest -> particular value of speed.
Does not make sense in Galilean view.
Particle collided with another.
Means that 2 worldlines have common point.
Does make sense in Galilean view.
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Rope is straight
-> world-surface of rope intersecting horizontal 3-planes in straight lines.
Does make sense in Galilean view.
Particle traveled 10 centimeters.
No agreement on spatial distance.
Does not make sense in Galilean view.

Particle A moving faster than particle B.
Family that corresponds to A’s worldline -> A at rest.
Does not make sense in Galilean view.
Particle A moving at 10 cm/sec relative to particle B
-> choose B’s family.
Does make sense in Galilean view.
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Now reconsider Newtonian law of gravitation and law of light in Galilean view.
For Newtonian law of gravitation reference to one instant of time is no problem particular
horizontal 3-plane).
Distance between bodies at same time also valid in view
(remember that general distance between events at arbitrary times does not make sense).
So law is valid.
Law of light requires that speed make sense.
It does not in Galilean view.
So law not valid.
Note that in moving from Aristotelian view to Galilean view, fewer things make sense.
Relativity consists essentially in isolating things in Galilean view that do not make sense
(again fewer things will make sense).
Similarly, quantum mechanics simply removes all things that do not make sense in classical
physics and so on.
That is how physics advances….
And then there was light.......... and
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Difficulties with the Galilean View
Galilean view also has problems.
Various observations cannot be accounted for in view.
Illustrate two of problems.

Suppose have 2 identical guns that can shoot small pellets.
Consider experiment.
2 people, A and B, each moving at uniform speed with a gun,
pass each other.
At event of meeting, (event p) each person fires their gun in
x−direction.
Worldline of A’s pellet different from worldline of B’s pellet

because A and B have different speeds (moving relative to each other) and respective
pellets also have different speeds (even though leave each gun with same speed relative to
gun).
Nothing offends common sense and nothing strange here and
experiment confirms diagram.
Repeat experiment replacing guns/pellets with flashlights (different
colors) and pulses of light.
Now have genuine physical question to ask.
Will space-time diagram look as above or will it look like figure on right?
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Common sense -> would be the same as before!
But common sense is not to be relied on!
Can only rely on actual experiments
to tell us what happens.
So, answer comes from experiment.
Consider double-star system (two stars orbiting each
other).
In this case, where we can see the light emitted by
both stars, have the space-time diagram shown.
Consider two beams of emitted light as shown.
Emission of light from one star (event p) occurs while star is moving towards us,
while emission of light from other star (event q) occurs
while that star is moving away from us.
Note that two light beams have been drawn as if their speeds relative to us are the
same(new assumption).
Thus, in figure, two light beams reach us (are seen) at event s at same time
they left at same time and travel with same speed!
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If instead use common sense assumption, then
space-time diagram would look shown,
Under these assumptions, what will be appearance of
double star system
what will we observe?
Which assumption is correct?
If speed of light is same for all sources (1st figure)
then would see two stars orbiting each other.
If speeds were different(2nd figure),
although light beams were emitted simultaneously
(events p and q lying on single horizontal 3-plane),
they are received at different times (events r and s).
Thus what we see at a single event (time) on our worldline is light from two stars emitted at
different times.
In this case, stars would be expected to exhibit very complicated motions.
Observations confirm that stars just seem to orbiting each other
no complicated motions!
This says that speeds are the same!!!!!!
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Light behaves completely differently than pellets.
Light, once emitted by flashlight,
decides what its worldline in space-time will be
by reference to space-time itself and that alone
without any reference to what the emitter is doing.
Damaging aspect of all of this to Galilean view is idea
that light has speed of 3 × 1010 cm/sec no matter what
independent of source or detector!
Light does not behave as expected in Galilean view.
2nd example involves elementary particles called mumesons.
In laboratory, these particles, when produced at rest,
decay into other particles in about 10−6 sec (lifetime)
after they are produced.
Mu-mesons also produced at top of atmosphere by collisions with high-energy cosmic rays.
These high-energy (fast-moving) mu-mesons shower down on earth and are detected.
However, mu-mesons would require 10 × 10−6 sec to reach detectors.
All this is represented as shown.
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Faced with question.
If mu-mesons only live for 10−6 sec how did they get to detectors,
which requires them to live for 10 × 10−6 sec?
Why are they living longer?
It seems that mu-mesons live longer if they are moving!
This guess can be tested experimentally.
Experimental results shown.
Note that no mu-mesons move faster than speed of light
(no matter how much energy they are given or no matter
how much force is exerted on them for any period of time).
The faster a mu-meson moves, the longer its lifetime,
which makes no sense in Galilean view.
When a theory of physics (Galilean view here) is faced
with experimental contradictions like this, then either
some modification of theory can fix things up or maybe entire theory needs to be discarded in
favor of something completely different.
Correct theory will be one that does not fail any experimental tests.
In this case, need completely new view, namely, relativity.
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So now after thinking in detail about all these idea we go……..

Back to View #1: Special Relativity
First, what went wrong with theory as devised so far?
When measured by an observer at rest relative to experiment setup,
speed of light is c = 3.0 × 108 m/sec = 186,000 mi/sec
-> very large compared to everyday speeds.
What is fastest humans have launched any object?
The fastest speed at which humans have travelled is 39,937.7 km/h (24,816.1 mph). The
command module of Apollo 10.
What is fastest object ever seen in universe?

light
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Do experiment,
measure that I can throw an object with speed of 20m/s when at rest relative to you,
then
what speed will you observe me throwing it if I am running at speed of 10m/s relative to you?
Galilean velocity relationship or velocity addition formula (derived earlier) -> 20 + 10 = 30 m/s.
Suppose instead that I am at rest and throw object at 20m/s
and
you are running in direction opposite to that of moving object(towards me) at 10m/s.
What speed will you measure?
Galilean velocity addition formula -> 20 + 10 = 30 m/s.
Finally, suppose instead that I am at rest
and
throw object at 20m/s
and
you are running in same direction as moving object(away from me) at 10m/s.
What speed will you measure?
Galilean velocity addition formula -> 20 − 10 = 10 m/s.
Clear that in everyday experience with objects moving at everyday speeds, Galilean relativity
works(classical theory valid).
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Observed speed of objects depends on motion of
source and observer of object.
Michelson and Morley, two American physicists,
did experiment of this sort with light.
Found that speed of light always measured to be
c = 3.0 × 108 m/sec

Explain
in
class

no matter what source or observer of light
was doing!
Experiments gave astonishing result:
speed of light = constant = c = 3.0 × 108 m/sec
independent of motion of source or observer
Leads to direct breakdown of Galilean relativity since Galilean relativity
-> 2 observers in relative motion both looking at light (moving object)
must have c′ = c − u ≠ c.
Clearly, a new theory needed.
Experiment is forcing paradigm shift in theoretical understanding of world.
That is way physics works!
Now derive new theory assuming one general principle and results of 2 experiments:
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Principle of Relativity
Laws of physics are identical for all observers in uniform relative motion.
Experiment #1:
Speed of light is universal constant c independent of motion of source or observer
Experiment #2:
Experimentally observed that when source of light and detector of light are
moving relative to each other with speed v wavelength of observed light
changes with relative speed.
Experimental result given by formula
= k(v)

0

where λ = wavelength observed by observer moving with speed v wrt light source,
λ0 = wavelength observed by observer at rest wrt light source (v = 0) and
k(v) =

r

c+v
c v

where c = speed of light and v > 0 → source and observer are moving away from
each other
v < 0 → source and observer moving towards each other.
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Famous galactic red shift observed by astronomers for light received on earth from distant
galaxies moving away from earth.
Wavelength of light wave related to frequency and period(see below) of light wave by formula
f =c=

T

where f = frequency (hertz = Hz = oscillation/sec),
T = period (sec) and f = 1/T .
Other physicists(classes) might derive these results with smaller number of assumptions.
For clarity, however, at level we are working here, derivations will be clearer if we use an extra
experimental result to start.
With a lot more work and mathematics we could do same derivation leaving it out assumption.
Short Review of Wave Properties
Waves are periodic phenomena in space and
time.
Sinusoidal wave illustrates typical wave ...
but only need periodicity —> wave.
Wavelength = distance between like points
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Frequency = f = 1/(time for point to repeat) = 1/period = 1 / T
Amplitude = maximum displacement = A.
Energy of classical wave proportional to (A = Amplitude)2 and independent of frequency.
Example:

y = A cos (kx
2⇡

!t)

mathematics presented for completeness only
we will not need to use it

2⇡
k=
, ! = 2⇡f =
T
✓
◆
✓
2⇡
2⇡
x
y = A cos
x
t = A cos 2⇡
T

v = wave speed = f

t
T

◆

Fix t → photograph of waveform in space → wavelength, i.e., t = 0 ->

y = A cos 2⇡
✓ ◆
t
Fix x → oscillation in time → frequency or period, i.e., x = 0 -> y = A cos 2⇡
T
Interference between Waves (some details for mathematically inclined)

⇣x⌘

Consider 2 waves(same amplitude, same frequency, same wavelength) which start out at
same time and propagate in this room.
They travel over different paths and eventually arrive at same point on screen (time of arrival
is t = 0).
Then have 2 different places on waves (because they traveled different distances) arriving at
same point given by
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y1 = A cos kx1

,

y2 = A cos kx2

where x1 and x2 represent total distances traveled.
Effect of waves at this point is given by sum of waves (way nature works -> superposition).
Thus

y = y1 + y2 = A cos kx1 + A cos kx2

Quantity kx for each wave = phase of the wave.
Visualize what happens at point on screen with different experiment.
Suppose have 2 waves both traveling along same line with different starting points.
Assume travel different distances to get to common point.
2 traveling waves and sum look like
x1 = x and x2 = x +
y1 = A cos kx

,

y2 = A cos k(x + )

y = y1 + y2 = A cos kx + A cos k(x + )

So if waves are in phase (max to max and min to min)-> traveled same distance (δ = 0) have
x1 = x2 = x
y1 = A cos kx

,

y2 = A cos kx

y = y1 + y2 = 2A cos kx

which corresponds to bright spot
(maximum amplitude = 2A) on screen
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In same way, if distances differ by an integral number of wavelengths (δ = nλ) have
x1 = x , x2 = x + n
y1 = A cos kx

,

y2 = A cos (kx + nk ) = A cos (kx + 2n⇡) = A cos kx
y = y1 + y2 = 2A cos kx

which also corresponds to spots with maximum intensity.
But if waves get out of phase
(if path lengths do not differ by an integral number of wavelengths or zero)
then get smaller total amplitudes and less bright spots.
In particular, if path difference = 1/2 wavelength, then waves cancel, have
x1 = x
y1 = A cos kx
y = y1 + y2 = 0

,

,

x2 = x + /2

y2 = A cos (kx + k /2) = A cos (kx + ⇡) =

A cos kx

-> zero intensity or dark spot.

When add waves
-> simple algebraic sum of their amplitudes at each space-time point
-> principle of superposition.
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Examples
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Interference Types: Mathematics details for those so inclined!
constructive → phase difference = 0 or peaks line up with peaks
destructive → phase difference = 1/2 wavelength or peaks line up with valleys
y = A cos kx + A cos k(x + d) = A cos kx + A(cos kx cos kd
= A cos kx(1 + cos kd)

sin kx sin kd)

kd
kd
2A sin kx sin
cos
2
2

kd
kd
kd
= 2A cos kx cos
2A sin kx sin
cos
2
2
2
✓
◆
✓
◆
kd
kd
kd
d
kd
= 2A cos kx cos
sin kx sin
cos
= 2A cos x +
cos
2
2
2
2
2
2

Now

kd
d
=⇡
2
d=

kd
kd
!
= ⇡ ! cos
=
2
2

1 ! maximum

kd
⇡
kd
d= !
= ! cos
= 0 ! minimum
2
2
2
2

so mathematics agrees!
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Reminder of starting point
Principle of Relativity
Laws of physics are identical for all observers in uniform relative motion.
Experiment #1:
Speed of light is universal constant c independent of motion of source or observer
Experiment #2:
Experimentally observed that when source of light and detector of light are
moving relative to each other with speed v wavelength of observed light
changes with relative speed.
Experimental result given by formula
= k(v)

0

where λ = wavelength observed by observer moving with speed v wrt light source,
λ0 = wavelength observed by observer at rest wrt light source (v = 0) and
k(v) =

r

c+v
c v

where c = speed of light and v > 0 → source and observer are moving away from
each other
(v < 0 → source and observer moving towards each other.
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Famous galactic red shift observed by astronomers for light received on earth from distant
galaxies moving away from earth.
Wavelength of light wave related to frequency and period of light wave by formula

f =c=

T

where f = frequency (hertz = Hz = oscillation/sec),
T = period (sec) and f = 1/T .
As I stated before:
Other physicists might derive these results with smaller number of assumptions.
For clarity, however, at level we are working here, derivations will be clearer if we use an extra
experimental result.
With a lot more work could do same derivation leaving it out.
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Continuing earlier discussion of our assumption, we write
c=

(for an observer at rest wrt source)

T

c0 = c =

0

T

0

(for an observer moving wrt source)

T 0 = Tobserver moving wrt source = k(v)T = k(v)T0 = Tobserver at rest wrt source

Have explicitly assumed result of experiments(our two assumptions) in writing formula,
namely, c = speed of light = constant for all observers
and
red-shift relation between time intervals.
Last equation follows as below.
T0
c = 0 =c=
!
=
T
T
T
0

0

0

=

k(v)

= k(v)

Using these assumptions + experimental results as our theoretical assumptions
-> we now can derive special relativity.
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Spacetime Diagrams
Consider 2 observers A and B.
Observer B moving away from observer A with constant speed v
(1−dimensional motion along common x-x’ axis)for simplicity)
and separated at t=0.

ct
B

Represented by spacetime diagram shown:
light
(45 o line ct=x)

Included worldline of light beam that started at (0,0).

A

Now clear why choose vertical axis to be ct rather
than just t - world line of light then always a 45○ line!
Assume that each observer carries own clock.

x

Radar Method
Each observer will need to determine events on worldline of other observer
using only measurements available on their own worldline.
We can only trust information recorded by instruments moving with us (on same worldline)
-> must figure out how A (or B) can measure (x, ct) values
for an event not on their own worldline.
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Remember, on own worldline,
it is true that time interval between events that I experience
(my worldline passes through them)
is directly measured by clock that I carry

Observer A

and

ct

my position is constant (usually assumed to be zero).

ct 2
light

Method we now develop => radar method.
Consider the diagram:

P(x P,ct P)

Observer A assigns coordinates to event P by bouncing
light signal off of whatever occurring at P.

light
ct 1

Light signal is sent out at event (0,ct1) and is received back
at event (0,ct2).

x

Note, it is very important that both events are on A’s worldline(trust).
We then have (using ∆x = c∆t for light)
(xp

xme ) = (xP

0) = xP = c(tP

t1 ) = (ctP

ct1 )

(xp

xme ) = (xP

0) = xP = c(t2

tP ) = (ct2

ctP )

or
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ctP

ct1 = ct2

c(t2 + t1 )
ctP ! ctP =
2

which is average of sending and receiving times(makes sense), unless ………..…
Then, substituting, we obtain
xP = (ct2

ctP ) =

c(t2

t1 )
2

Thus, any observer (particular worldline)
can determine coordinates of an event off that worldline by only using light,
which has constant speed for all observers
and
only measuring time values on own clock (clock on same worldline).
Emphasize - must only use information about events we actually experience
(are on our worldline), otherwise we cannot be certain of validity.
Special Relativity
Radar procedure + assumptions -> derive new theory called Special Relativity (Einstein 1905).
We consider experiments represented by worldlines in spacetime diagrams below.
In each case, observers A and B assumed to be moving away from each other with speed v.
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(a)

(b)

Part(a), 2 pulses sent from A to B.
Part(b), 2 pulses(one at t=0) sent from A to B and B then sends each back to A.
Part(a), B’s worldline given by equation
v
x = x0 + vt = x0 + ct
c

(B is at x0 at t = 0)

Part(b), B’s worldline given by equation
v
x = ct
c

(B is at x = 0 at t = 0)
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In both cases, assuming light being sent out
= series of pulses separated by time T in frame of source (A) as shown.
T

For 1st experiment, assumptions -> interval
between reception of 2 signals seen by B
(according to clock traveling with B), is cT′
and this interval proportional to cT (see diagram)
with proportionality factor k(v) that depends only
on relative velocity between A and B, that is
cT 0 = k(v)cT

,

(a)

(b)

v = velocity of B wrt A

That is one of our assumptions!
based on experiments
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(a)

(b)

In 2nd experiment, see 2 pulses separated by T sent out by A
(1st when at same spacetime point O);
received by B separated by kT and then sent back to A and received separated by k(kT).
Have used fact that physical laws independent of relative motion(assumption (1))
-> relationship between A and B is reciprocal
-> if B emits 2 signals separated by interval cT (according to B’s clock),
then A must receive them with interval kcT (according to A’s clock).

Again??
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cT ! kcT ! k(kcT )

Therefore intervals go like

as in diagram

Consider experiment shown (2 observers measuring same event).
What happens?
A and B synchronize clocks to zero when worldlines cross at event O.
After time T (according to A) A sends light signal to P -> event a
(a is on A’s worldline).
T
B receives light signal at event a′ (a′ is on B’s worldline)
Signal reflected back to A from event P.
B receives reflected signal at event b′ (b′ is on B’s worldline).
A receives reflected signal at event b (b is on A’s worldline).
For event P observer, A(using radar method) ->
xP =

c(t2A

t1A )
2

,

c(t2A + t1A )
ctP =
2
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Observer B (using radar method) -> (same experiment and same equations for both A and B)
x0P

=

c(t2B

t1B )
2

,

ct0P

c(t2B + t1B )
=
2

this is our assumption

B used light sent out by A to do experiment!

Clear, using ∆x = c∆t and ∆x′ = c∆t′ that while pulse is traveling
c(t2A

tP ) = xP = c(tP

t1A ) and c(t2B

t0P ) = x0P = c(t0P

t1B )

or
ct2A = ctP + xP and ct2B = ct0P + x0P
ct1A = ctP

xP and ct1B = ct0P

x0P

Earlier experimental results ->
ct1B = kct1A and ct2A = kct2B

as shown
i.e., for observer B, interval OP = kcT (according to B’s clock)
and for observer A, interval Ob = k(kcT ) (according to A’s clock).
Therefore, A has sent out signal to event P at ct1A = cT
and received it back at ct2A = k2cT .
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Putting all together + algebra get
ct0P
ct0P

+

x0P

ctP + xP
=
k

x0P = k(ctP

xP )

Further algebra then gives
(dropping subscript P - nothing special about particular spacetime point)
and using value of k from assumptions to get relationship between measurements….
0

ct = (ct

0

x) and x = (x

v
=
c

ct) where

,

=

r

1
1

2

-> Lorentz transformations.
Allow 2 observers to relate their experimental results
-> translators between experiments done in different frames
moving relative to each other with constant velocity in common x(x′) direction.
Note that for relative motion in x−direction (above) y and z coordinates are unchanged, i.e.,
y0 = y
so that we have the Lorentz relations
0

ct = (ct

x)

0

x = (x

,

z0 = z

ct)

0

y =y

0

z =z
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ct0 = (ct

x)

x0 = (x

ct)

y0 = y

z0 = z

v
=
c
(correct because they will then be at rest relative to each other).

1st note that as v → 0, γ → 1 -> no difference between A and B

,

=

r

1
1

2

always a sensible first check!

Note mixing of space and time so that they are no longer independent of other.
A very dramatic and unexpected occurrence!!!!
So
principle of relativity together with two experimental results
allows us to derive these new relations
which constitute basic equations of theory of special relativity.
That is way theoretical physics works.
Take mixture of general principles (no one can argue with) and experimental results
and create set of assumptions about way world works.
Then derive consequences of assumptions —> Lorentz Transformations.
Then have theory that agrees with our assumptions (will show later).
If theory represents new paradigm in physics then should be able to make new predictions not
related to assumptions that agree with all future experiments.
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Can make immediate prediction that nothing can travel faster than light.
Look at form of the γ−factor.
v
=
c

,

=

r

1
1

2

If possible for v > c, then 1 observer could measure two events separated by real time and
space intervals while 2nd observer would have to measure imaginary intervals.
Since this has never been observed to happen
can confidently predict that all objects must have v < c
so that γ is always real.
Corroborated by all known experiments.
This 1st correct result encourages theorist to proceed further and see what other interesting
features are lurking about.
Features of the Theory
Suppose have 3 observers A, B and C
velocity of B relative to A is vBA > 0
velocity of C relative to A is vCA > 0

see diagram

velocity of C relative to B is vCB > 0.
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A sends out 2 light signals
separated by interval cT (according to A)
that are received by both B and C (as shown).
Previous discussions -> B thinks interval between
signals is kBAcT and C is kCAcT, where
r
r
c + vBA
c + vCA
kBA =
, kCA =
each uses appropriate velocity!
c vBA
c vCA
Similarly, C could assume that signals came from B and not A -> interval is kCB(kBAcT), where
r
c + vCB
kCB =
c vCB
But 2 results must be identical(according to C) -> must have

kCA cT = kCB (kBA cT ) ! kCA = kCB kBA
-> relativistic velocity addition formula.
Converting to velocities have

vCA
vCA = v

,

vCB + vBA
=
vCB vBA
1 + c2

vCB = v 0

,

vBA = u
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For v ≪ c

vCA

vCB + vBA
=
vCB vBA ! vCB + vBA
1 + c2

It reduces back to Newton-Galileo result for v ≪ c, as it must(correct for small v), i.e.,

v = v0 + u ! v0 = v

u

Finally, if vCB = c (B is looking at light signal)
and
vBA = u (B is moving relative to A), then find

vCA

vCB + vBA
u+c
=
vCB vBA =
uc = c
1 + c2
1 + c2

-> prediction (verification of assumption)
that if one observer measures something moving with speed of light c
then all observers will also measure its speed to be c.
In new picture, space and time merge into a new 4-dimensional continuum.
Most important variables in any theory are those that are unchanged for different observers
-> invariants.
Speed of light = invariant #1
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Another invariant = spacetime interval constructed as follows(math for completeness).
Observers A and B independently measure spacetime coordinates for 2 events
Observer A: (ctA1 , xA1 , yA1 , zA1 ) and (ctA2 , xA2 , yA2 , zA2 )
Observer B: (ctB1 , xB1 , yB1 , zB1 ) and (ctB2 , xB2 , yB2 , zB2 )

Lorentz transformations relate coordinates by
ctB1 = (ctA1

xA1 ) , xB1 = (xA1

ctA1 ) , yB1 = yA1 , zB1 = zA1

ctB2 = (ctA2

xA2 ) , xB2 = (xA2

ctA2 ) , yB2 = yA2 , zB2 = zA2

Spacetime interval for observer defined for 2 events by
(full mathematical theory of Einstein starts here)

( s)2 = c2 ( t)2

( x)2

( y)2

( z)2

Can show using Lorentz transformations that corresponding spacetime intervals for 2
observer for 2 events above
( sA )2 = c2 (tA2

tA1 )2

(xA2

xA1 )2

(yA2

yA1 )2

(zA2

zA1 )2

( sB )2 = c2 (tB2

tB1 )2

(xB2

xB1 )2

(yB2

yB1 )2

(zB2

zB1 )2

are invariant or

( sA )2 = ( sB )2

-> powerful consequences
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Minkowski Spacetime Diagrams visualizing the world of Special Relativity
We can visualize the Lorentz transformation
by superposing (x,ct) and (x′,ct′) planes into common diagram
= Minkowski or spacetime diagram :
Choose (x,ct) axes perpendicular(always free to do this for one set of axes).
Calibrate these axes(arbitrary choice).
Locate x′ and ct′ axes within framework of (x,ct) axes.
x′ axis is line ct′ = 0 and ct′ axis is line x′ = 0.
From Lorentz transformations these lines(axes) correspond to
0

1

x ! ct0

x = (x

ct) = 0 ! ct =

ct0 = (ct

x) = 0 ! ct = x ! x0

axis
axis

x′−axis = straight line with slope β in (x,ct) plane
ct′−axis is straight line with slope 1/β in (x,ct) plane
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Case β = 3/4

Can only choose 1 set of axes as perpendicular!!
Have no choice for 2nd set of axes if to coexist on same diagram!!
Now can see why we need to make correct choice about parallel versus perpendicular
for determining coordinates of event.
Wrong choice -> give very different results for non-perpendicular axes.
Calibrate primed axes using invariance of interval: Consider 2 events, (0,0), (x,ct) s.t.
( S)2 = c2 ( t)2

( x)2 = c2 t2

x2 =

1

For 2nd observer, events = (0,0), (x′,ct′) s.t .
( S)2 = c2 ( t0 )2

where

( x0 )2 = c2 t02

ct0 = (ct

x)

x0 = (x

ct)

x02 =

1

We have used the invariance of spacetime interval.
Set of all events that satisfy these equations is curve on spacetime diagram.
Curve is hyperbola (shown).
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intersection point

It intersects x−axis at x = 1 (when ct = 0)
and
x′−axis at x′ = 1 (when ct′ = 0)

because of invariance of interval !!!!

and
allows us to calibrate x′−axis once have calibrated the x−axis (or vice versa).
For diagram construction convenience to note that point (ct = βγ,x = γ)
corresponds to intersection determining point x′ = 1 as shown.
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Similarly, ct′−axis is calibrated in terms of ct−axis using curves
( S)2 = c2 ( t)2

( x)2 = c2 t2

( S)2 = c2 ( t0 )2

( x0 )2 = c2 t02

x2 = +1
x02 = +1

It intersects ct−axis at ct = 1 (when x = 0)
and
ct′−axis at ct′ = 1 (when x′ = 0)
and
allows us to calibrate ct′−axis once have calibrated ct−axis (or vice versa).
For diagram construction convenience
note that point (ct = γ,x = βγ)
corresponds to intersection determining point ct′ = 1.
Note that light rays are 45○ lines on
Minkowski diagram(because of scale choice - use of “ct”).
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Using Experiment to Calibrate Axes
Alternatively, we can use experimental results to calibrate time axis
and
then assume by symmetry that space axis calibrates in same manner.
This experiment involves decay of elementary particle called mu-meson.
As we discussed, mu-meson is short-lived elementary particle produced
in large numbers at top of atmosphere
when atmosphere struck by a high-energy cosmic ray particle.
Mu-mesons are also produced in large numbers at an accelerator laboratory.
Experimentally, if mu-mesons produced in laboratory at rest (v = 0)
then live for very short time τ0 = 2 × 10−6 sec = 2 microseconds = 2μs = lifetime at rest.
Since no object can have speed greater than c = 3 × 108 m/sec,
maximum distance mu-mesons could possibly travel during this lifetime
before they decay into electron and neutrino is about

cτ0 = 600m.

In this calculation, we have explicitly assumed absolute time,
which says that lifetime of moving mu-meson
is same as that of mu-meson at rest (now know not true).
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1st experimental indication that absolute time was false concept
came from mu-mesons produced by cosmic rays.
Since produced at top of atmosphere
and
can only live to travel maximum of 600 m
and
since atmosphere about 10000 m thick, no mu-mesons should be observed on ground
(certainly only small number compared to number at top of atmosphere).
Experimentally, however, number at top is same as number at bottom.
Something is extending lifetime of mu-mesons.
In laboratory can do experiment with precision. Setup shown:

Beam of mu-mesons sent from source to movable detector distance D away.
Along way 2 detectors distance L apart measure time ∆t takes mu-mesons to travel distance L
L
-> determine velocity
v=
t
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If absolute time correct,
then after distance d = vτ0 all mu-mesons should decay
and
none should be seen in movable detector if D > d.
Experimental result is that mu-mesons travel maximum distance = vτ
where τ is lifetime of moving mu-meson.
Experiments found that
1
⌧ = ⌧0 = q
1

v2
c2

Plot of result looks like:
τ
τo

⌧0

Lifetime gets larger and larger as velocity approaches
speed of light!!!!
If let τ0 = 1 tick of clock
(muon clock vanishes after single tick!)

c

and
let mu-meson travel with primed observer,
then experimental results are represented as shown:
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muon

lifetime

Clearly, calibration procedure using invariance of spacetime interval agrees with
experimental result.
Short cut calibration diagram shown:
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General Spacetime Diagram Construction Procedure
As shown in diagram(for β = 0.75) - carry out these steps:
Set up orthogonal(perpendicular) x− and ct−axes.

Choose identical scales for axes
(units (meters, light-seconds, light-years, etc)
chosen appropriate to problem)

Locate point (ct = βγ, x = γ) on axes.

Draw line from origin (0,0) through this point -> x′−axis.
Point (ct = βγ,x = γ) is point (x′ = 1,ct′ = 0)
-> calibrates x′−axis.
Locate point (ct = γ, x = βγ) on axes.
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Draw line from origin (0,0) through this point -> ct′−axis.
Point (ct = γ,x = βγ) is point (x′ = 0,ct′ = 1)
so this calibrates ct′−axis.
Diagram
= visual representation of Lorentz transformation equations
-> view of all spacetime (past, present and future).
Agrees with Lorentz transformations -> example.
Suppose β = 0.75 -> γ = 1.51 and βγ = 1.13.
Spacetime diagram looks like figure.
Consider event (x = 2.0, ct = 1.75).
Lorentz transformations
-> other observer sees event
x0 = (x
ct0 = (ct

ct) = 1.51(2.0
x) = 1.51(1.75

0.75(1.75)) = 1.04
0.75(2.0)) = 0.38

as confirmed by the diagram (right) - note dashed lines parallel to axes.
Note that in order to find primed coordinate values must draw lines parallel to primed-axes. 90

Now have theory = Special Relativity.
Represent either by Lorentz transformations + invariance of interval or a Minkowski spacetime diagram.
All representations of theory equivalent. Einstein 1905.
Summary so far……
Principle of Relativity

Laws of physics are identical for all observers in uniform relative motion.

Experiment #1:

Speed of light is universal constant c independent of motion of source or observer

Experiment #2:

Experimentally observed that when source of light and detector of light are moving
relative to each other with speed v wavelength of observed light changes with
relative speed. Experimental result given by formula

= k(v)

0

Lorentz Transformations

ct0 = (ct

x)

x0 = (x

ct)

y0 = y
z0 = z
invariants
c = maximum speed
interval = ( s)2 = c2 ( t)2

vCA

( x)2

( y)2

( z)2

vCB + vBA
—> new relative velocity formula
=
vCB vBA
1 + c2

Calibrated Minkowski spacetime diagram

What is a theory?
A theory is set of assumptions that agree with set of known experiments
lead to predictions (correct) for all new experiments
Newton-Galileo Relativity lasted over 250 years before any experiment was sophisticated
enough to show invalid.
Special Relativity has now lasted 116 years.
Has been subjected to significantly more experiments than was case for Newton-Galileo
theory.
These experiments significantly more sophisticated and more precise.
What are new predictions of theory?
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The Strange World of Special Relativity
Relationships between Events

From diagram left clear that:
For any pair of events (1 and 2)

( s)2 > 0

always possible to find some observer
(-> new ct′−axis )
such that 2 events takes place at same location
-> pure time interval -> timelike pair of events.
For any pair of events (3 and 4) always possible to find some observer

( s)2 < 0

(-> new x’-axis) such that 2 events take place simultaneously
-> pure space interval -> spacelike pair of events.
Timelike and spacelike events radically different(diagram
right) clearly shows:
Event #2 -> timelike relative to event #1 -> in future(later
time) of event #1.
Event #4 -> spacelike relative to event #3 -> in future(later
time) of event #3.
Events 1 and 2 can be connected with signal traveling with speed less than light. But,
events 3 and 4 require signal speed greater than light.
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Consider events labeled O, A, B, C, D, E, F, and G on spacetime diagram below:

Corresponding intervals have following properties:
( S)2AO = c2 (tA

tO ) 2

( S)2DO = c2 (tD

tO ) 2

( S)2CO = c2 (tC

(

S)2F G

2

= c (tF

(xA

tO ) 2
0

(xD
(xC

tG ) 2

(xF

xO )2 > 0 ! a timelike interval

xO )2 < 0 ! a spacelike interval
xO )2 = 0 ! a lightlike or null interval

xG ) 2 < 0

-> F and G are simultaneous in the (x,ct) frame
(

S)2ED

2

= c (tE

tD )

2

(xE

0

xD ) 2 > 0

-> E and D are at the same place in the (x,ct) frame
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Consider same events from viewpoint of (x′,ct′) frame.
Look at diagram right where have marked all coordinates.
Looking carefully at diagram can draw following conclusions:
events simultaneous in one frame are not simultaneous
in other frames (events F and G)
simultaneity is relative concept and so is
everything that depends on it!
events occurring at same place in one frame do not
occur at same place in other frames (events E
and D)
time order of timelike events (events with timelike
interval) does not change between frames
(events 0 and A)
time order of spacelike events (events with spacelike
interval)
can be reversed (events O and B);
in (x,ct) frame B occurs after O, but in (x′,ct′) frame O
occurs after B
numerical values of spatial separations and time separations are different in different frames
note that line x = ct, which represents light ray starting at origin in unprimed frame is line
x′ = ct′, which represents light ray starting at origin in primed frame - Light is only
physical object that both observers see in identical fashion.
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Consider in more detail the reversal in time order of 2 events.
Seems to be very serious problems since could possibly lead to violation of idea of causality.
Concept of causality connected with idea of cause and effect,
i.e., that an event should not occur before own cause,
for example, a firecracker should not explode before we light its fuse!
Suppose have 2 events in (x,ct) frame with coordinates (x1,ct1) and (x2,ct2)
and suppose, in addition, that
x = (x2

x1 ) > 0

,

t = (t2

t1 ) > 0

so that event 2 comes after event 1 in unprimed frame.
Then Lorentz transformations give result (in (x′,ct′) frame) that
1 0
t = (ct2
c
✓
=
(t2
0

ct01 )

1
= ( (ct2
c

t1 )

c

(x2

x1 )

x2 )
◆

=

(ct1
✓

t

c

x1 )))
◆
x

Easy to see that ∆t′ can be negative,
-> time order of 2 events reversed, if 2 events are related such that
t

c

x < 0 or

x
c
> >c
t

or events must be connected by signal with
v > c -> spacelike separated!
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x
<c
t

For all timelike related pairs of events have
-> cannot reverse time order.

Important to note that only for timelike related events can event #1 cause event #2
(since all signals must have v < c).
Thus, all cause/effect related events cannot have time order reversed
preserving idea of causality.
Special relativity is consistent with causality without us having to impose consistency! This is
usually the sign of a valid theory!
All spacelike related pairs of events have
x
>c
t

-> time order might be reversed in different frames.
Since cannot be cause/effect related, this does not affect idea of causality.
Does, however, lead to number of strange paradoxes(see later).
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Light Cones
Another way(best way for General Relativity)) to look at ideas is via concept of light cone.
Since the maximum allowed speed for any physical object = speed of light c
can use world lines of light emanating from event to delineate distinct regions of spacetime
for any object having that event on its worldline.
Consider the diagram:

If experience event (on your worldline) indicated.

Since neither you nor any signals you
send/receive can travel faster than light

light worldlines

and since light ray worldlines
containing this event are 45○ lines as shown,
region labeled future
-> all events that you can either experience
or influence with signal at later time
(all events in this region are timelike separated
from event you experienced),
region labeled past -> all events you could have experienced or that could have influenced
you(all events in this region are timelike separated from event you experienced).
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Regions labeled elsewhere
are such that you can neither experience them nor influence them with any signal
(all events in these regions are spacelike separated from event you experienced).
If draw picture in 3-dimensional world (x, y, ct) then corresponding regions would look like:
inside upper cone = all possible future events

-> name light cone.
What has happened to your possible future while
we have been discussing these light cones?
Event labelled on diagram was in your possible future
when you were experiencing event #1, but is no longer
in your possible future when you are experiencing
event #4.
So be careful about wasting time doing nothing!!
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Let us explicitly show invariance of spacetime interval.
Suppose that have 2 events with unprimed coordinates
x1 = 2.0 , ct1 = 1.0 ;
x = x2

x1 = 2.0 ;

x2 = 4.0 , ct2 = 2.0
c t = c(t2

and assume that
= 0.8 !

Using Lorentz transformations have

=p

1
1

2

x01 = (x1

ct1 ) = 1.67(2.0

ct01 = (ct1

x1 ) = 1.67(1.0

x02 = (x2

ct2 ) = 1.67(4.0

ct02 = (ct2

x2 ) = 1.67(2.0

x0 = ( x

c t) = 1.67(2.0

c t0 = (c t

t1 ) = 1.0

= 1.67

0.8(1.0)) = 2.00
0.8(2.0)) =

1.00

0.8(2.0)) = 4.00
0.8(4.0)) =

x) = 1.67(1.0

2.00

0.8(1.0)) = 2.00
0.8(2.0)) =

1.00

Therefore,
( S)2 = (c t)2

( x)2 = 1.00

4.00 =

3.00

( S)2 = (c t0 )2

( x0 )2 = 1.00

4.00 =

3.00

Interval has same numerical value, even though time order between 2 events reversed!!!!
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Measurements in Special Relativity
Now consider measurements of length and time.
1st, need to restate definitions from earlier:
Length of object
= spatial separation of 2 events representing endpoints of object measured simultaneously
(2 events are on line of simultaneity in a given frame).
Time interval between 2 events
= time separation of 2 events measured by clock at rest with respect to 2 events
(2 events are on worldline of clock).
Suppose have 2 events (ct1,x1) and (ct2,x2) that
correspond to events on worldlines of endpoints
of object being measured, crossing line of
simultaneity (same time) (see diagram).
-> length of object = L = x2 − x1.
As shown in diagram that is not length as measured
in other reference frame.
In fact, L′ = x′2 − x′1 = L/γ < L, which is the famous
length contraction(discuss shortly).
Do not be deceived by it looking longer, remember
scales on different axes are not same.
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The proper length of object is length measured in object’s rest frame
unprimed frame -> where endpoint worldlines are parallel to time axis
-> definition of being at rest.
Proper length is maximum measured length.
Measured length is less because two observers do not agree about simultaneity,
i.e., have different lines of simultaneity.
Even though use word contraction,
must understand that effect is due to disagreement about simultaneity
and no physical contraction has actually occurred
If object at rest in primed frame, get identical result just exchanging roles of two frames.
Diagram, in this case -> L = x2 − x1 = L′/γ < L′.
Time measurements and time dilation are handled in
same way.
Consider diagram(next slide) representing system at
rest in primed frame that only lives for finite amount of
time(like mu-mesons).
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Proper time interval for this system is
time separation T between events
(birth(event #1) and death(event #2))
as measured by clock at rest

death

with respect to system

T
T′

or, in this case,
at rest in primed frame.

birth

As can be seen from diagram time separation for an observer in unprimed frame is
T ′ = γT > T.
Proper time is shortest time interval.
Result is identical to mu-meson experiment discussed earlier
-> example of time-dilation
(see diagram above,where T ′ = 1 and T = γT ′ = γ).
Can also see both of these results directly using Lorentz transformations or invariance of
interval.
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Using Lorentz Transformations
Length Contraction
Relevant events are on worldlines representing ends of an object as shown:

(x0 , ct0 ) = (0.0, 0.0) and (x1 , ct1 ) = (1.0, 0.0) for the unprimed observer
(x00 , ct00 ) = (0.0, 0.0) and (x03 , ct03 ) = (1.0, ) = (1.0, 0.6) for the primed observer

Length this object, by definition,
= spatial separation along line of simultaneity for
unprimed observer
L = x1 − x0 = ∆x = 1.

For other observer, length =
spatial separation along line of simultaneity for primed observer
0

L =

x03

x00

= (x3

x0 )

c(t3

t0 ) = 1.25(1.0

0.6(0.6)) = 0.8 =

1

=

L
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Time Dilation
Suppose clock at rest in primed frame.
Then relevant events representing worldlines of ends of object are
(x01 , t01 ) = (0.0, 0.0)

,

(x02 , t02 ) = (0.0, 1.0)

Then for unprimed observer have
x = ( x 0 + c t0 ) =
worldline of
clock at rest in
primed frame

Event #2

γ

,

c t = (c t0 +

x0 ) =

Note change in signs in Lorentz transformations when
we go from primed to unprimed coordinates. Why?
Now return to k−factor.
Our original k−factor assumption
-> if unprimed observer sending out signals
every T seconds and primed observer

Event #1

receiving them every T ′ seconds where
T ′ = kT , then have the relationship
r
1
1
f
c v
0
f = 0 =
= =
f
T
kT
k
c+v

between frequency f measured in unprimed frame and frequency f′ measured in primed frame.
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Above result corresponds to 2 observers moving away from each other
->

f′ < f

and hence primed observer sees wavelength increase (wavelength = c/f)
-> famous red shift.
If they move towards each other,
then v → −v or k → 1/k
and
frequency increases (wavelength decreases)
-> blue shift.
-> relativistic Doppler effect for light.
The Doppler Effect
Sound and the Acoustic Doppler Effect
Sound travels through medium such as air with speed w (with respect to the medium).
Speed is determined by properties of medium
-> independent of motion of source.
Consider source of sound moving with velocity v through medium towards observer at rest.
Observer (the detector) lies along line of motion of source.
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As shown, represent sound wave as regular series of pulses.
Pulses are separated in space by distance L and in time by an
amount τ0 = 1/f0 , where f0 is frequency of sound from source.

In time T sound travels distance wT and
if pulses separated by distance L the number reaching detector is wT /L.
Rate at which pulses arrive is
w
= frequency
L

✓

number
T

◆

of sound at the detector = f0

To determine L, consider a pulse emitted at t = 0 and
2nd pulse emitted at t = τ0.
During interval τ0 1st pulse travels distance wτ0 in medium
and source travels distance vτ0 as shown —> distance
between pulses is given by
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L = w⌧0
fD

v⌧0 = (w

v)⌧0 =

(w

v)

and

f0

w
1
=
= frequency at detector = f0
L
1

v
w

for a moving source

For an approaching source v > 0 and thus
fD > f0.
For a receding source, v < 0 and thus
fD < f0
If source at rest and detector moving (as shown) —> situation different.
Speed of pulses relative to detector is w + v.
Rate at which pulses arrive is
fD

w+v
=
L

Since source at rest, L = wτ0 = w/f0 and thus
⇣
v⌘
fD = f0 1 +
for a moving detector
w
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Two results not symmetric.

Approximately same for small v/w.

If know fD, then can tell whether it is source or detector that is moving!!
This is so because speed of sound is not a universal constant but only has a definite value
relative to medium where it is propagating.
Light and the Relativistic Doppler Effect
Suppose light source flashes with period τ0 = 1/f0 in its rest frame and
that source is moving towards observer(detector) with velocity v as shown below left
Due to time dilation, period in detector rest frame is τ = γτ0.
Since speed of light is universal constant, pulses arrive at
detector with speed c.
As shown below frequency of pulses is fD = c/L where L is pulse separation in detector frame.
Since source is moving towards detector we have (as shown right)

L = c⌧
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v⌧ = (c

v)⌧ = (c

v) ⌧0 =

(c

v)
f0

and

fD = f0

q

1

1

v2
c2
v
c

= f0

r

c+v
c v

Here fD is frequency in detector frame and v is relative velocity of source and detector.
Does not matter which one is actually moving!!
Result -> red shift formula started(assumption) with earlier, as expected!
Now consider a spacetime diagram -> Doppler effect in spacetime.
Reception of last pulse occurs at point of intersection of lines
x = c(t

nT ) and x = ct

(as shown) or at event (all in umpired frame)
moving observer

cnT
ct =
1

,

x=

cnT
1

Solve above equations

n pulses sent out by unprimed observer in nT seconds
-> period = T seconds and frequency is 1/T.
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sender

n pulses(same number) received by primed observer in nT ′ seconds
-> period = T ′ seconds and frequency is 1/T ′.
Now, reception point also corresponds to
0

ct = (ct
1
= cnT
1

Using

get

=p
0

T =

x) =
2

✓

cnT
1

2

1

cnT

◆

= ncT 0 = cnT (1 + )

1
1

s

2

1+
T
1

-> standard Doppler effect formula for light as we assumed at the beginning.
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How Do We Talk to Each Other in this New Relativistic World?
In this new world what happens if we try to tell a story?
In particular, these are some of the words that are no longer usable?
where, when, speed, distance, time interval, simultaneous, same place, length, etc ...
If we want to use such words, then each reader (other observers) must first use the Lorentz
transformations to translate the story before trying to read it!
The only words (concepts) that we are allowed to use if we do not want to do any translations
are
interval, c, number of events
Not having grown up in this new world, we would find it very difficult to tell such a story.
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The Twin Paradox

The Famous Paradoxes

State this problem in bad way, i.e., way that leads to so-called paradox.
Then state it correctly and paradox will disappear -> able to draw correct conclusions.
Might be lesson for life also!
Statement #1
Two twins are traveling relative to each other with speed v.
Time dilation says that the clock of the moving twin should tick slower (the time between ticks
is larger).
Since each twin considers herself to be at rest, the other twin should have a clock that runs
slower and hence the other twin should be younger.
Which twin is younger?
There is no definite answer to the question as posed since we do not know which twin is
moving (changed reference frames - has accelerated) and hence we have a supposed
paradox.
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Statement #2
Two twins have been together since birth (they have been on the same worldline - in the same
frame of reference).
At one point in time, one of the twins, gets into a rocket ship and changes her frame of
reference changes her velocity experiences a period of acceleration
The twin in the rocket ship travels to a distant star and then changes her frame of reference
again (reverses her velocity - accelerates for a period of time)
The twin in the rocket ship travels back to the earth and then changes her frame of reference
again ( come to rest on the earth - accelerates for a period of time).
Finally, the two twins remain together again (in the same frame of reference - on the same
worldline).
Which twin, if any, is younger?
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Description represented by spacetime diagram:
On diagram β = 0.8 and γ = 1.67.
Respective time axes have been calibrated.
Each twin sends one signal per year (by their
own clock) to other twin.
While separating, k−factor says that
fobserved = freduced =

s

1
1
1(per year) = per year
1+
3

While coming back together, k−factor says that
fobserved = fincreased =

s

1+
1(per year) = 3 per year
1

Clear from diagram that both twins see these different rates during designated periods.
For both twins reduced rate starts immediately.
However, switch over to increased rate takes place at different times according to each
observer.
They are not identical observers and thus should not expect identical results from their
measurements
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For moving twin switchover takes place exactly at midpoint of trip or at year 3 (see diagram).
For stay-at-home twin, however, switchover take place at year 9.

Thus moving twin sees 3 x 1/3 + 3 x 3 = 10 signals from stay-at-home twin
and thus knows that stay at home twin is 10 years older
and she is only 6 years older

Stay-at-home twin sees 9 x 1/3 + 1 x 3 = 6 signals from
moving twin and thus knows that moving twin is 6 years
older and that she is 10 years older

Both agree and this there is no paradox.
Traveler ages less because moving clocks
(clocks that have changed frames of reference) run slower .
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The Pole in the Barn Paradox
Following situation:
2 farmers have barn which is 10 meters long in their rest frame (unprimed).
Farmers are standing at left and right doors of barn (doors are open).
Pole carrier has pole of length 12 meters in her rest frame and is carrying it horizontally while
she runs towards barn with speed given by β = 0.8 and γ = 1.67.
If believe relativity and length contraction stuff then farmers think pole is
Lpole =

L0pole

= 9.8 meters

However, pole carrier thinks barn is only
L0barn

=

Lbarn

= 8.0 meters

This means that, according to farmers, pole should be able to fit into barn.
Pole carrier, however, say no way, barn is much too small.
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Possible spacetime diagram for experiment is shown below.
Is there any correct answer to dilemma?
To answer question, label 4 crucial events:

Now if t3 > t2, then pole is completely within
barn for period of time t3 − t2.
Clear from diagram, that according to farmers
pole is within barn for short period of time!
Pole carrier disagrees, however.
For pole carrier, t′2 > t′3 and therefore pole is never completely within barn.
There is disagreement between two sets of observers because the time order of two crucial
events (namely 2 and 3) has reversed (they were spacelike separated events).
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Thus, both are correct.
Pole is within barn and not within barn depending on your frame of reference.
Relativity is subjective, that is, dependent on observer information in certain cases.
Relativity allows different observers to tell differing stories like this when time order reverses.
Time order reversal is OK in this case because events 2 and 3 are spacelike separated and
thus reversing their time order cannot upset causality.
There is no paradox!
Other thoughts about this - only in class!
Signals faster than Light Paradox
What happens if allow some signal to go faster than speed of light?
Consider following story.
Sam is walking down a path towards a clock tower.
As he passes near near the tower a stone block falls off the tower and lands on his head,
killing him.
So Sam is now lying in heap at the base of the tower.
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Soon after that incident, Sally comes along.
Sam is Sally’s good friend and she is distraught when she sees Sam lying in a heap.
Sally is walking past Sam with some speed u (she is in a different frame of reference).
Now, Sally understands Special Relativity.
Sally has in her possession a special device that can send a signal to someone on the other
side of the universe at a speed > c if they are in the same frame of reference.
So Sally sends out a signal indicating what happened to Sam.
The signal is received on the other side of the universe by George (in the same frame of
reference as Sally).
He is now desperate to tell Sam so he can avoid the stone block, but Sam is in a different
frame and cannot receive his signal.
So he tells the story to someone in Sam’s frame, namely, Samantha.
Samantha also happens to have one of those devices that sends the speedy signal and she
sends a signal to Sam.
Entire sequence of worldlines with associated events shown in diagram:
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Important events are:

Questions
If Sam is not dead, why would Sally send any signal?
If Sally does not send signal making all other stuff happens
then why would Sam stop?
If Sam has no reason to stop
then he gets killed and Sally has reason to send signal.
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Which is it?
We have what is called a closed causal loop here.
No logical way out of this loop.
Does that mean it cannot occur, i.e., that no signal can travel faster than light?
or is there some other explanation?
What about free will?
More later in our discussion of time travel machines after General Relativity!
Now we shift gears(some math for completeness).
Dynamics in Special Relativity and First Thoughts on General Relativity
Basic Ideas of Kinematics/Dynamics (study of motion in time) - Quick Tour
Position (r⃗(t)) defined as vector from coordinate origin to 3-dimensional point where object
located.
1-dimension -> x(t).

Goal of classical physics -> determine position of object as function of time.
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Position value answers
Where question for our events.
Velocity (v⃗(t)) defined as vector in direction of change of position vector and having magnitude
given by
_∆r⃗
∆t

~v (t) = lim

t!0

~r
or v(t) = lim
t!0
t

x
in 1-dimension
t

v(t)

derivative

Direction of velocity always tangent to path of motion
(diagram).

=average velocity

r(t)

Velocity -> how fast object is moving and in what direction.
If velocity constant -> both magnitude (speed) and direction are constant because it is vector.

Simple example in one dimension(± signs replace vectors for direction information).
Suppose particle has constant velocity v = +10m/s (+ means towards +∞) and x = 2 m.
Where will particle be 1 sec later?
Clearly answer is x = 12m since 12 = 2 + 10(1)= x(t=0) + v∆t.
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If velocity is not constant situation is more complicated.
If, however, I can tell you average velocity over next second = 10 m/s,
then rule

12 = 2 + 10(1)= x(t=0) + v∆t still works ->
x(t +

t) = x(t) + v(t) t in 1-dimension

where v(t) = average velocity during interval t to t + ∆t
Acceleration is defined as vector in direction of change of velocity vector and having magnitude
given by
~a(t) = lim

t!0

~v
or a(t) = lim
t!0
t

-> v(t +

v
in 1-dimension
t

t) = v(t) + a(t) t in 1-dimension

Now, suppose I interact with 2 different bodies in same manner, i.e., hang same object over pulley and
attach it to 2 different bodies with a string (2 experiments).
Define “amount of stuff” in body by seesaw balancing
-> “amount of stuff” in 2 bodies is identical if seesaw balances
and
ratio of stuff in 2 bodies given by inverse ratio of distance from pivot
when seesaw balances.
Stuff = mass = m!
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Experiment says that when “interact” with body (mass) or “exert force”
-> will accelerate (change velocity -> change position)
and we find that when interact with 2 different bodies in same manner (exert same force)
a1
stu↵ in 2
m2
= constant =
=
a2
stu↵ in 1
m1

Whenever a simple results come out of an experiment, physicists(Newton and Galileo in
this case) say that something profound must be going on here........
Turned equations around ->

m1 a1 = m2 a2

-> has something to do with fact that I exerted same interaction each time!!

So given acceleration, can calculate velocity and then calculate position and get answer ....
process uses calculus ...... -> why Newton invented it.

But how do we find acceleration from 1st principles .... -> subject of Dynamics ........
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Newton’s Laws (crowning achievement of classical physics)
Body at rest is not moving!
No difference between body at rest and body moving with constant velocity since can always
change frame of reference -> body with constant velocity looks like it is at rest and body that
was at rest now looks like it has a constant velocity.
Body is interacting with surroundings when we observe changing velocity or acceleration.

Now push(or pull) on object -> accelerates.
Clear body has smaller/larger acceleration depending on strength of interaction.
Clear interaction directional ... produces directional or vector quantity -> acceleration.
-> concept of force.
Force = vector quantity that represents and quantifies interaction with body.
Earlier experiment, when I said the interaction in 2 cases was the same
-> I was exerting the same force.
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Led Newton to postulate relationship

F~ = m~a

-> in earlier experiment exerting same force!
Be careful here!
Is there any new physical content to introduction of concept of force or is all physics contained
in the acceleration?
I can measure acceleration!
Can I measure force or do I just infer it from measured acceleration?
Newton’s laws are:
(1) an isolated body has no acceleration (Any real content?)
(1’) body at rest or moving with constant velocity remains at rest or moving with constant
velocity unless it interacts with something (Any real content?)
(2) F⃗ = ma⃗ (is this simply a definition of force?)
(3) If body A exerts force on body B , then body B exerts equal and opposite force on body A
(finally, some real content!)
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Energy
Most dynamics problems of everyday world can be solved using Newton’s laws.
But is not suitable for generalization beyond the realm of everyday experience.

In order to find rules and laws appropriate in other regimes of interest like very high speeds
(Special Relativity(SR)) must find different way of thinking about universe.
This new way based on Newton’s laws -> no new physical content, but will be possible to
extend meaning of new laws so that new physical content and thus new physical theories can
be formulated.
Energy -> new concepts that allows generalization.

Define kinetic energy or energy due to motion as

1
K = mv 2
2

An experiment.
Take any object raise it up to some height h above ground and then release it.
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Find following relationships:
2
vground
= 2gh

g = 9.8 m/s2

v(t) = gt
y(t) = h

1 2
gt
2

v 2 (t) + 2gy(t) = constant

Last result is key.
As said earlier, much of theoretical physics is search for invariants. Saw couple in SR.
When studying dynamics, invariants are quantities that are constant in time.
Last experimental relation can be written
1
mv 2 (t) + mgy(t) = constant
2
K +V =E

where have defined two new energies
V = mgy(t) = potential energy
E = K + V = total energy
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The experimental result then allows us to postulate
The total energy is a constant of the motion
Kinetic energy K and potential energy V are not constant during motion.
Constantly changing into one another, i.e., exchange between K and V during motion.
During motion energy is exchanged between potential and kinetic types.
Law that energy is constant > example of conservation law for some invariant quantity.
Derive conservation laws from simple experiments and then generalize their validity to a much
wider range of phenomena.
Momentum is another one of new concepts -> vector quantity.

Velocity is not important dynamic variable.
How can we see this?
Suppose have hill with two dump trucks at top.
One of dump trucks is filled with sand and other is empty.
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Know from experiment that velocity is same for different trucks when they reach bottom of hill
or they have same acceleration ...
Acceleration seems to be independent of amount of stuff in trucks (property of gravitational
interaction).
Now ask this question?
Which of these 2 trucks would you attempt to stop at bottom of hill?
Clearly answer is truck with least stuff or smaller mass.
This tells us to define a new dynamical quantity (the important one)
p~ = m~v = linear momentum

Newton’s second law then becomes
(m~v )
t

F~ = lim

p~
= lim
t!0
t

F~ = lim

p~
~v
= lim m
= m~a
t!0
t
t

t!0

t!0

which for constant mass system becomes

as before.

Therefore now restate Newton’s laws (using momentum) as:
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(1) The linear momentum is conserved for an isolated body; ∆p⃗ = 0.
p~
~
(2)
F = lim
t!0
t
(3) The total momentum of an isolated system is a constant
p~1 + p~2 = constant
p~1 +

p~2 = 0

p~1
=
t

p~2
t

F~12 =

F~21

So for an isolated system have conservation law for linear momentum which one can
generalize to a much wider range of phenomena.
So, here is way scientists of that day thought..
Classical universe followed well-defined laws.
Everything was, and is, predictable.
If find force, know masses, and velocities of all objects under consideration at one single time
then all is predictable from then on!!
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Universe is gigantic Newtonian clockwork.
Cause and effect rule.
Nothing is by chance.
Everything is ultimately accountable.
Perfect determinism.
Laws of physics are to be obeyed, because it is impossible to disobey them.
The is no room for free will, salvation and damnation, or love and hate.
Even most trifling thought has been determined long ago.
Might have imagined that you are free-thinking person, but even that imagination is nothing
but universal clockwork turning in some yet-to-be-discovered way.
So now you are probably thinking…glad they found out those ideas were wrong and got rid of
them!
Just remember it is always dangerous to make quick judgements like that especially when you
are not sure what will come along to replace it.
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And then there was light.......... and Special Relativity.
Derivation of SR has shown that:
(1) Lose position and time as separate quantities
-> everyday experience may not carry over into these new realms.
Why didn’t physicists notice before?
Generally matter of accuracy and precision available to experimentalists, i.e., prior to this
century, experimental measurements of speed of light could not say that it was not
infinite.
If it were infinite, then special relativity would reduce to Galilean relativity and Newtonian
physics would still be valid.
(2) We must choose our observables with some care.....
(3) We must use conservation laws to give us the physical quantities that represent what we
can really know about systems.
(4) We can fully extend classical physics validity to all speeds.
(5) We must rethink our world view (happens all the time in physics)
Everyday experience cannot be our guide
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We must be prepared to give up preconceived ideas because they are based on our
experiences
Everyday experience is fine for world of everyday objects
We must trust measurements to tell us what is going on but we must define them carefully
But classical physics still hangs on, albeit modified.......
Everything works so well ...............
What does that statement really means to a physicist?
We must adopt an “only know what we measure” ........philosophy.
In this world motion is a continuous blend of changing positions.
The object moves in a flow from one point to another.
Science is a reasonable, orderly process of observing nature and describing the observed
objectively.
There is a conviction that whatever one observed as being out there was really out there.
The idea of objectivity being absent from science is abhorrent to any rational physicist.
One firmly believes in the passive(non-disruptive) observer.
Humans are creatures of the eye.
They believe what they see.
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So summarizing, classically
(1) Things moved in a continuous manner.
(2) Things move for reasons. The reasons are earlier causes and all motion was determined
and predictable.
(3) All motion could be analyzed or broken down into its component parts. Each part played a
role in the giant machine called the universe.
The complexity of this machine could be understood in terms of the simple movement of its
various component parts.
(4) The observer observed and never disturbed. All experimental errors could be analyzed and
understood.
All of these ideas turn out to be false in modern theoretical physics!!!!!
Now back to SR.
What happens to momentum and energy when we enter the realm of SR?
At this level of study we must rely on experiments to point out the proper way to proceed.
Following result confirmed by experiment.
Force felt by charged particle in electric and magnetic fields is given mathematically by
Lorentz force law
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~
~
v
⇥
B
~+
F~ = q E
c

!

—> force in direction of electric field
+ force perpendicular to velocity and magnetic field

Consider experimental setup

where v⃗ is particle velocity and E⃗ and B⃗ are electric and
magnetic fields.
**** Discuss v⃗ × B⃗ in class ****

In box region electric and magnetic fields adjusted
-> F⃗ = 0 for particle moving along dotted line with definite velocity.
Electric force points downward
and magnetic force perpendicular to velocity direction
(upward in box for particle moving along dotted line).
Means particles with particular velocity, namely,
⇣
v ⌘
v
E
q
E+ B =0! =
c
c
B
pass undeflected though box.

—> Box = velocity selector.
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Outside box
-> no electric field, so particle moves on circular path
(force always perpendicular to velocity) with radius
pc
R=
qB

-> measuring radius corresponds to measuring
relativistic momentum.
Thus, in same experiment can measure both velocity
and momentum independently and thus determine
relationship between them.
Plot of experimental results looks like
Corresponds to result

p = m0 v where

=p

1
1

2

instead of Newtonian assumption that p = m0v, where m0 = so-called rest mass.
Note that "rest mass" is only valid mass for particle since measure mass when body at rest.
Any measurement of mass when particle moving = measurement of momentum
and this -> it is incorrect to assume that any different mass value can be used for a moving
object.
There is no such thing as relativistic mass.
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What is relativistically correct form of energy of particle?
Generalize concept of energy
-> use Newtonian definition of kinetic energy in conjunction with relativistically correct definition
of momentum.
Derivation uses calculus.
Do not worry if cannot follow mathematical steps - included for mathematically inclined.
For this class only the results are important.
Proceed (just once for those who know calculus) as follows.
Formal definition of kinetic energy is

K=K

K0 = work done by force =

Z

~
r

~
r0

F~ · d~r =

Z

~
r

~
r0

d~
p
· d~r
dt

Experiment -> p⃗ = m0γ(v)v⃗ where γ(v) = (1 − β2)−1/2 and β = v/c. Therefore have
K

K0 =

Z

~
r

~
r0

K = m0

Z

d(m0 (v)~v )
· ~v dt = m0
dt

Z

v
0

~v · d( (v)~v )

Since kinetic energy = zero when
velocity = zero have

v
0

~v · d( (v)~v )

Now

d( v 2 ) = d( ~v · ~v ) = ~v · d( ~v ) + ~v · d~v
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-> can write
K = m0

= m0

Z
Z

v

(d( v 2 )

~v · d~v ) = m0

0
v

1
m0
2

2

d( v )
0

2

= m0 v + m0 c
= m0 c 2 (

2

Z

✓

1

1

Z

v

d( v 2 )

m0

0

v
2

d(v ) = m0 v

= m0 c

2

✓

1

+

v

~v · d~v )

0

1
m0 c2
2

2

0

◆

Z

2

Z

v 2 /c2
0

du
p
1 u

◆

1)

Does this makes sense?
Check: What is low velocity limit of this expression?
Using

(v) = (1
K = m0 c2 (

2

)

1/2

1
⇡1+
2

2

1 v2
=1+
2 c2

2
1
v
1
2
2
1) ⇡ m0 c
=
m
v
0
2 c2
2

Must always check limits!

we have
as expected.
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If now rearrange the result we have
m0 c2 = K + m0 c2 = Energy(motion) + Energy(rest) = Total Energy = E

It is only total energy that is conserved!
As a bonus, we obtain Einstein’s famous relation
Erest = m0 c2

gives energy equivalence of mass

What is the connection to momentum?
Some algebra gives following results for relativistic objects:
pc
m0 vc
v
=
= =
2
E
m0 c
c

and

✓

E
c

◆2

p2 = (m0 c)2

Some questions arise: How come we do not notice rest energy in everyday experiences?
Some numbers for 1 Kg mass moving at 1 m/s:
typical kinetic energy = 0.5(1)(1)2 ⇡ 1 Joule
typical rest energy = (1)(3 ⇥ 108 )2 ⇡ 1017 Joule

In most beginning physics classes, we typically ignore the significantly larger quantity!!
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Reason for this is that in everyday situations rest energy does not change; same amount of
mass remains in system at all times.
Thus, rest energy is not a source of energy change or possible energy to do other things.
However, in microscopic systems like atoms and nuclei, etc, rest mass changes in many
interactions and thus this energy becomes available for other purposes.
Two examples are nuclear fission and fusion.
Are there any new predictions we can make from these results?
The two relations
pc
m0 vc
v
=
= =
2
E
m0 c
c

make following interesting prediction:
v=c!

= 1 ! E = pc

and

✓
✓

E
c

E
c

◆2

◆2

p2 = (m0 c)2

p2 = 0 = (m0 c)2

or objects that can travel at speed of light must have rest mass equal to zero!
However, even though they have zero rest mass, still possess energy and momentum defying
classical equations and ideas!
Such a particle has been observed .... it is the photon or the particle of light.
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Michael asked me a question
I sure hope we soon get into the increase in momentum (and resistance to acceleration) with
increased speed, because thus far the light speed limit appears to be coming solely from the
mathematics!

relativistic momentum

Newton’s
2nd
Law

nasty
calculus
problem

The question does not have a simple answer using words because the language of
physics is mathematics.
The answer I will now show you is in mathematical language (I will tell you what is
happening).
No construction using words can adequately represent what is happening!

answer

Gravity

for fun - look at some details just once….

Newton’s law of universal gravitation
In Newtonian physics gravity is simply an attractive force between any two bodies along the
line that connects them.
If the bodies have masses M and m and are separated by a distance r then the intensity F of
the force between them is given by Newton’s law of universal gravitation:
Mm
F =G 2
r

where G is the so-called universal gravitational constant.
One can show that for a spherically symmetric body the result is the same as if all the mass
were placed at the center.
In particular, the gravitational acceleration of a point particle of mass m due to a spherically
symmetric body of mass M is
F
M
g=
=G 2
m
r
Note that g does not depend on the value of the mass m; this explains why the gravitational
acceleration is the same for all objects.
One can show that the gravitational potential energy of the system formed by the masses M
and m is
Mm
U= G
148
r

Escape velocity
Consider the motion of a point particle of mass m in the gravitational field of a spherically
symmetric body of mass M(fixed at the origin). The particle’s mechanical energy,
1
1
Mm
2
K = mv 2 = kinetic energy = energy due to motion
E = K + U = mv
G
2
2
r
is conserved along the motion (where v is the particle’s velocity). In particular, suppose we start
on the surface of the Earth and want to get a distance R away from the Earth. Then we have
1
mvi2
2

ME m
1
G
= mvf2
RE
2

ME m
G
R

If we let R ! 1 and vf = 0 then we would reach 1 with zero velocity. The value of vi
which allows this to happen is called the escape velocity. We have
r
2GME
vescape =
= 11.2 km/sec
RE
Kepler laws
Apply Newton’s 2nd law using the gravitational force to motion of the planets around the
Sun(mass M). These are differential equations which were solved exactly by Newton.
He discovered that the orbits with negative energy(bound orbits) are actually ellipses, with the
center of M at one of the foci (first Kepler law). Moreover, the law of conservation of angular
momentum (mrv) has the geometrical interpretation that the line segment joining the center of
M to the point particle m sweeps equal areas in equal times (second Kepler law). In particular,
m moves more quickly when it is closer to M.
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Kepler had deduced his laws
empirically from astronomical
observations of the planets’
motions. Newton showed that
these laws were actually
mathematical consequences of his
universal gravitation law.
Now a sample of standard mechanics calculations
In general, we can (from full equations) write using plane-polar coordinates(just for fun):
1
E = mv 2
2

GM m
= Conserved Energy
r

~v = vr êr + v✓ ê✓
dr
vr =
dt

d✓
v✓ = r
dt

1
1
2
E = mvr + mv✓2
2
2

v 2 = vr2 + v✓2
GM m
r

L = mr2 v✓ = Conserved Angular Momentum
v✓2

L2
= 2 4
m r
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1
1 L2
2
E = mvr +
2
2 mr2
vr2

L2
2GM
+
2
2
m r
r

2E
=
m

vr = ±

r

2E
2GM
+
m
r

2E
2GM
!
+
m
r

Using

L
`=
m

E
E=
m

r± =

this means that r varies between

GM ±

p

r±

where

`2 = 0

G2 M 2 + 2E`2
2E

If r+ = r , i.e, circular motion, then
! r± = rcircle = r =

L2
m2 r 2

L2
>0
2
2
m r

2
2Er±
+ 2GM r±

or

GM m
r

GM
`2
=
2E
M

G2 M 2
E=
2`2
r
GM
! vcircle =
r

so much for a sample of standard mechanics calculations
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Some First Thoughts about General Relativity - More Details Later
In special relativity found that spacetime interval or just the interval between 2 events
#1 : (x, y, z, ct)
#2: (x +
s 2 = c 2 t2
s2 =

3 X
3
X

x, y +

y, z +

x2

z, c(t +

y2

z2

t))

is given by
We can generalize this result to formula:

gij xi xj

i=0 j=0

= g00 ( x0 )2 + g01 x0 x1 + g02 x0 x3 + g03 x0 x3 + g10 x1 x0 + g11 ( x1 )2 + ......

where
x0 = t, x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z
g00 = 1 =

g11 =

gij = 0 if

i 6= j

g22 =

g33

Equation for light cone for event
(x, y, z, ct) can be expressed as

In case of special relativity, this is just change in
notation and all gij (called metric components) are
constants.

s 2 = c 2 t2

x2

y2

z2 = 0

-> spacetime is flat -> that shortest distance between 2 points in spacetime is straight line is
path of light ray.
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Now what happens if metric components gij are not constants, but are functions of space and
time?
1st, Lorentz transformations are no longer valid.
2nd, light cone will look different at different points in spacetime.
3rd, spacetime itself is curved.
This means that shortest distance between two points in space is not a straight line.
(Think of great circle on sphere)
Einstein in theory of gravitation (General Relativity) proposed that
F (gij ) = G(Energy, M omentum)

i,e., that metric components gij, which determine shape of light cones in spacetime are
determined by distribution of energy and momentum in spacetime or very structure of
spacetime is determined by energy density in spacetime.
Result of theory is that light would be affected by gravitational fields.
Following predictions made and have been confirmed experimentally:
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(1) If place light source at top of tower and shine light downwards,
then change in strength of gravitational field as go from top to bottom of tower
causes gravitational redshift such that
fh+

h

fh

h

GM
⇡ 2
Rearth

h ⇡ 10

14

for a 10 meter tower

(2) If place clock at top of tower and clock at bottom, then because of difference in strength
of gravitational field between top and bottom of tower clocks run at different rates - called
gravitational time dilation
⌧h+

h

⌧h

⌧h

GM
⇡ 2
Rearth

h ⇡ 10

14

for a 10 meter tower

(3) If light passes by large mass (star) it does not travel in straight line but is bent. Amount of
bending has 2 observable consequences
(a) if star is observed when sun not in way and then when light would just pass by
sun, observed difference in direction to star is about 1.75 seconds of arc
(b) if signal sent from Earth to Venus with sun in between, there is time delay
due to longer(bent) paths of motion of about 1.1 × 10−4 sec
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(4) Galaxies can cause gravitational lensing -> double images for distant stars
(5) Long axis of planetary orbit ellipse in solar system precesses - for mercury -> 43 sec
of arc per century
All particles in this new theory are free particles, i.e., there are no forces.
All particles move along geodesics, which are path of shortest interval in spacetime.
Geodesics for given spacetime are determined by metric components.
So distribution of energy determines metric components which in turn determines geodesics
and particles move on geodesics.
In flat spacetime (think of a plane in space) geodesic is straight line.
In fact, geodesic is always straightest line in given spacetime.
In curved spacetime (think of surface of sphere) geodesic is not straight line(great circle on
sphere).
If move vector parallel to itself over a closed curve in flat spacetime it does not change its
direction.
If move a vector parallel to itself over a closed curve in curved spacetime it does change its
direction.
*********Illustrate in class************
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If turn off gravity and throw eraser, then follows geodesic in flat spacetime -> straight line.
If gravity present, then follows geodesic in curved spacetime -> parabola.
Planetary elliptical orbits in space are geodesics for 4-dimensional spacetime near sun.
All of these results have been confirmed experimentally.
Black Holes - much more later.
In special relativity light cone structure of spacetime looks like

This is what mean by flat space ....light cones are same everywhere.
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What happens, however, if observe light cone structure of spacetime that looks like

Then, to left we have flat spacetime, but to right something strange is happening.
Left side of light cone is rotating clockwise.
Means that access to regions to left is being restricted (takes longer to get there).
As go further to right, reach point (arrow) where left side of cone vertical and all of space to left
no longer accessible.
Point is on surface -> event horizon.
Once observer crosses surface can no longer see them(infinite redshift) and they (and light)
can no longer get back across surface (-> name black hole).
Observer can only proceed(remember must stay inside forward cone) to right where light cones
tilts even further.
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End result is light cone being single line and observer having no choice about future motion.
This point called a singularity.
Long before reaching singularity, tidal forces become so large that any object is torn apart.
These radical solutions to Einstein’s equation have now been confirmed experimentally
(via radiation coming from matter falling into black hole)
and are thought to exist at center of all galaxies.
In static black hole as just described, event horizon and infinite red shift surface are same
surface and energy can only pass through in one direction.
If black hole is rotating, however, event horizon and infinite red shift surface are not necessarily
same surface.
Regions between an infinite red shift surface and event horizon = ergosphere.
Possible to extract energy from ergosphere as follows:
1. spaceship falls from infinity into ergosphere along an orbit with positive energy
2. once there, using spring-loaded device ejects brick into an orbit with negative energy
3. spaceship recoils into new orbit with larger positive energy
4. energy is constant(conserved) so spaceship emerges with more energy then it went
in, but black hole + brick have lost energy
Very tricky and dangerous maneuver.
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Now it is possible to follow worldline that is everywhere timelike(allowed)
such that one passes through ergosphere
and particle emerges before it entered (∆t < 0).
Time change can be made arbitrarily large by completing orbits inside ergosphere .....
-> one possible model of time machine for travel to past!!
This violates causality, however, and results in a logical contradiction.
Consider particle to be signal (signal rocket) emitted at t = 0 by apparatus located far from
rotating black hole (where spacetime is flat),
but received by same apparatus at earlier time, say t = −2.
Suppose apparatus programmed with following instructions:
1. emit a signal if signal is not received before t = 0
2. do not emit a signal if signal is received before t = 0
Implies a logical contradiction with emission at t = 0 and reception at t = −2!!
So something will have to give!!!!
Very fundamental and exciting stuff......
More explanation later after we show how to understand spacetime without mathematics.
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Digression to 4-Vectors
Now digress to study little bit of mathematical physics so that some of ideas we have been
talking about can be linked to each other in ways not previously imagined —> what happens
when we use the correct language!!.
What is ordinary vector in 3-dimensional space?
Vector has many levels of complexity and is very abstract mathematical object.
Vector is mathematical(geometrical) object representable by
2 numbers in 2 dimensions
3 numbers in 3 dimensions, etc.
One characterization
-> specify magnitude/length and orientation/direction - imagine a directed line segment.
The Standard Language of Vectors
In ordinary space represent vector by directed line segment(arrow).
Straightforward property of vector is multiplication of vector by scalar (real number) α
-> magnitude of vector changes and direction stays same (reverses if α < 0).
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Given 2 vectors

define sum/difference of 2
vectors or general property
vector addition by

Clearly vector addition -> new vector

~ =A
~+B
~
C
~ =A
~
D

~ =A
~ + ( B)
~
B

New vector can have both different direction and different magnitude than either of 2 vectors
used to create it.
2 properties allow us to define linear combination of vectors C⃗ = αA⃗ + βB⃗
-> well-defined vector.
Although a perfectly good way to proceed, it will not allow us to generalize notion of vector
beyond simple pictures -> much too confining in our effort to understand theoretical physics.
Need to formulate same concepts in more general way.
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Consider vector shown:

Have defined two special vectors, namely,
êx = unit (length = 1) vector in x-direction
êy = unit (length = 1) vector in y-direction

where

->

~ = Ax êx + Ay êy
A

Ax êx = vector of length Ax in x-direction
Ay êy = vector of length Ay in y-direction

-> sum of these 2 vectors = A⃗ because of earlier rule for adding vectors.
Define

~ in x-direction
Ax = component of A
~ in y-direction
Ay = component of A
and Ay = A sin ↵
q
~ = A2x + A2y by the Pythagorean theorem
A = length of vector A

Diagram ->
where

Ax = A cos ↵
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Redefine vector addition in terms of components and unit vectors:
~ = Ax êx + Ay êy
A
~ = Bx êx + By êy
B

-> just add and subtract components.

~+B
~ = (Ax + Bx )êx + (Ay + By )êy
A
~
A

~ = (Ax
B

Bx )êx + (Ay

By )êy

Define important new mathematical object using unit vectors -> scalar/inner product:
symbol is . (dot).
Define operation using unit vectors:
êx · êx = 1 = êy · êy

êx · êy = 0 = êy · êx

or

êi · êj =

ij

=

(

1
0

i=j
i 6= j

Inner product satisfies:
(↵êi ) · ( êj ) = ↵ êi · êj
(↵êi + êk ) · ( êj + ⌘êm ) = ↵ êi · êj + ↵⌘êi · êm +

êk · êj + ⌘êk · êm
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Using defining relations -> determine scalar product of any 2 vectors:
~ = Ax êx + Ay êy
A

,

~ = Bx êx + By êy
B

~·B
~ = (Ax êx + Ay êy ) · (Bx êx + By êy )
A

= Ax Bx êx · êx + Ax By êx · êy + Ay Bx êy · êx + Ay By êy · êy

= Ax Bx (1) + Ax By (0) + Ay Bx (0) + Ay By (1)
= Ax B x + Ay B y

Note that:
~·A
~ = Ax Bx + Ay By = A2x + A2y = A2
A
A=

p

~·A
~ = length of the vector A
~
A

With diagram can derive another important result
~·B
~ = Ax Bx + Ay By = AB(cos ✓A cos ✓B + sin ✓A sin ✓B )
A
= AB cos (✓A

✓B ) = AB cos ✓

so that
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~·B
~ = AB cos ✓
A
~
= (length of A)(length
of
~
= (length of A)(length
of

~ cos (angle between A
~ and B)
~
B)
~ in the direction of A)
~
B

~
~ onto the direction of A)
~
= (length of A)(projection
of B

Therefore

~ =A
~!✓=0!A
~·A
~ = A2 as before
B

~ perpendicular(orthogonal) to A
~ ! ✓ = ⇡/2 = 90 ! A
~·B
~ =0
B

or vice versa

~·B
~ = 0, then A
~ is orthogonal to B
~
If A

If 2 vectors satisfy A⃗ ⋅B⃗ = 0 -> orthogonal. If vector satisfies A⃗ ⋅ A⃗ = 1 -> normalized to one.
For any vector

~ = Ax êx + Ay êy
A
~ · êx = (Ax êx + Ay êy ) · êx = Ax = x-component
A

~ · êy = (Ax êx + Ay êy ) · êy = Ay = y-component
A
~ = (A
~ · êx )êx + (A
~ · êy )êy
A

Generalizing to 3 dimensions
~ = Ax êx + Ay êy + Az êz
A
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where set of 3 orthonormal vectors

are called a basis

for (any vector can be written as a linear combination of basis vectors) and

êi · êj =

ij

=

(

1
0

i=j
i 6= j

for i, j = x, y, z.
Number of required basis vectors is
= number of numbers needed to characterize general vector
= dimension of space.
Entire collection of vectors can generate from basis set is called a vector space.
So in this room, need 3 numbers to characterize each vector.
Room is small part of a 3-dimensional vector space
which is called the universe at an instant of time.
Completely removing (x,y,z) from our notation(limits us to maximum of 3 dimensions) have
3
X
~=
A
Aj êj
j=1
3
X

~ = êk ·
êk · A

j=1

Aj êj =

3
X
j=1

Aj êk · êj =

3
X
j=1

Aj

ij

= Ak = k th

component
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so that
~=
A

3
X

Aj êj =

j=1

3
X
j=1

~
Aj êj (êj · A)

Returning to Discussion of 4-Vectors - to show power of mathematics.
Consider vector A⃗ representing some physical variable.
Using cartesian unit vectors can write
~=
A

3
X

Ai êi

i=1

Components of vector Ai , i = 1,2,3 -> representation in given coordinate system.
Must choose coordinate system in order to define unit vectors.
Coordinate system is not essential part of physics however.
Can just as well use any other coordinate system to define unit vectors and vector A⃗ .
In particular, consider another coordinate system with same origin, but rotated from first
system.
In another coordinate system write
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~=
A

3
X

A0i ê0i

i=1

Note that vector A⃗ has not changed; only its representation (components) in new
system (new basis) has changed.
Relate two representations (components) by:
3
3
X
X
Ai êi =
A0i ê0i
ê0j ·

3
X
i=1

Ai êi = ê0j ·

i=1

i=1

3
X

3
X

A0i ê0i =

i=1

A0j =

i=1

3
X
i=1

A0i ê0j · ê0i =

Ai (ê0j · êi )

3
X
i=1

A0i

ij

= A0j

Coefficients
are
numbers determined by
specific rotation.
They are independent of
vector A⃗ .
Redefine vector:

Vector in 3 dimensions = set of 3 numbers {Ai} (components) which transform under rotation
of coordinate system according to
A0j =

3
X
i=1

Ai (ê0j · êi )
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Any quantity which is unchanged by coordinate transformation = invariant of transformation.
Since principle of relativity requires that results of physical theories (physical laws) be
independent of choice of coordinate system, all physical laws must involve only invariants.
Dot product of 2 vectors = scalar.
Scalars are numbers that are independent of our choice of coordinate system -> method for
constructing invariants.
Show dot product produces invariant as follows:

~0

~0

A ·B =
X

Ai B j

i,j

3
X

Ai (êi

i=1

ij

=

X
i,j

! 0
·@

3
X
i=j

1

Aj (êj A =

X
i,j

Ai Bj êi · êj

~·B
~
Ai B i = A

In particular, norm or length-squared of vector, A2 = A⃗ ⋅ A⃗ is scalar invariant.
Now define rotation.
A rotation is any transformation which leaves r2 = r⃗ ⋅ r⃗ = x2 + y2 + z2 invariant
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In Minkowski 4-dimensional spacetime we define vectors in different manner.
Both ordinary space 3-dimensional and Minkowski 4-dimensional vector definitions are special
cases of more general definition.
Ordinary 3-dimensional definition corresponds to Euclidean geometry.
In Minkowski 4-dimensional spacetime write spacetime 4-vector(using BOLDFACE) in
this way
s = (ct, x, y, z)
and scalar product of vector with itself (its norm) as

s · s = c 2 t2

x2

y2

z2

Note appearance of minus signs -> scalar invariant under Lorentz transformations
(-> spacetime interval).
Any set of 4 numbers A = (A0,A1,A2,A3) represents Minkowski 4-vector if its norm defined by
A · A = c2 A20

A21

A22

A23

is a scalar invariant under Lorentz transformations.
In addition, if set of 4 numbers is 4-vector then components transform between frames via
Lorentz transformations as (for relative motion along 1-axis. )
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A00 = (A0

A1 )

A01 = (A1

A0 )

A02 = A2
A03 = A3

It is in this sense that spatial and time variables are not distinct entities
but are simply different components of same vector
and transform into each other under Lorentz transformations.
This corresponds to a non-Euclidean geometry.
Another 4-vector is ds = (cdt, dx, dy, dz) since = difference of two 4-vectors.
Hence, its norm
ds2 = c2 dt2

dx2

dy 2

dz 2

is a Lorentz invariant.
A related quantity of great importance is dτ2 = ds2/c2 (dividing an invariant by an invariant
means that we still have an invariant).
In particular,
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2

d⌧ = dt

2

1
2
2
2
(dx
+
dy
+
dz
)
2
c

Consider displacement ds between 2 events on worldline of moving particle.
In rest frame of particle, dx = dy = dz = 0
-> dτ = dt in particle rest frame (—> events separated only by time).
dτ = time interval between 2 events measured in rest frame
-> = the proper time.
It is a Lorentz invariant.
Time Dilation (the easy way)
Consider observer at rest in (x′, y′, z′, ct′) system.
In this system proper time between 2 events is dτ = dt′.
In (x,y,z,ct) system moving with velocity v relative to 1st frame,
dτ interval between same two events given by
dt

2

1
2
2
2
(dx
+
dy
+
dz
)
2
c

But dτ = invariant -> value is same in all frames ->
1
02
2
2
2
2
dt = dt
(dx
+
dy
+
dz
)
2
c
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or

✓

◆
0 2

dt
dt

✓

=1

1
c2

dx
dt

=1

v2
1
= 2
2
c

◆2

+

✓

dy
dt

◆2

+

✓

dz
dt

◆2 !

Therefore, dt = γdt′, which is time dilation formula.
We did not need to introduce hypothetical experiments
or discussions of simultaneity to obtain this result
-> example of power of using 4-vectors or the the power of mathematical language.
Other 4 Vectors
Using ds = (cdt,dx,dy,dz) and dividing by Lorentz invariant dτ yields another 4-vector
✓
◆
ds
dt dx dy dz
= c , , ,
= u = 4-vector velocity
d⌧
d⌧ d⌧ d⌧ d⌧
Its norm = invariant -> can be calculated by in any frame -> pick rest frame where
u = (c, 0, 0, 0) ! u2 = c2 = invariant

For moving particle where the (x,y,z,ct) system moves with velocity -v relative to rest frame
of particle
-> dt = γdτ ->
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u=

✓

dt dx dy dz
c , , ,
d⌧ d⌧ d⌧ d⌧

◆

= (c, ~v )

Define 4-momentum as
⇢ = m0 u = m0 (c, ~v ) =

✓

where
◆
E
, p~
c

=q

1
1

v2
c2

Since rest mass m0 of any particle is Lorentz invariant, ρ is 4-vector with dimensions of
momentum.
Already saw that
2

⇢ =

✓

E
c

◆2

p~ 2 = m20 c2 = invariant

as earlier!
Since variables E and p⃗ are components of a 4-vector they must obey Lorentz
transformations
✓
◆
✓
◆
0
E
E
E
0
p0y = py
=
px
px =
px
p0z = pz
c
c
c
These relations are used to prove that a magnetic field is observed in frames moving relative to
fixed charged particles whereas only electric fields are observed in rest frame of charged
particles.
Magnetic fields are consequence of special relativity!!
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End of degresion (mathematical interlude) and Back to View #2:
General Relativity using Intervals, Lightcones and Spacetime Diagrams
A visual rather than mathematical approach which is too difficult)
The Interval: The Fundamental Geometrical Object
Need to replace Aristotelian/Galilean views.
Requires bold moves -> jump beyond observations to make new assumptions and also requires
careful examination of ideas already accepted as being true.
Choices -> new theory often cannot be justified in any way -> nature of assumptions or postulates.

Make this choice (we have View #1 to help us think as we proceed):
Retain broad, qualitative features of space-time, i.e., retain idea of event and idea that
space-time = collection of all possible events.
Points still —> events,
Worldlines still —> particles,
Intersections of worldlines still —> collisions of particles and so on.
Discard all other things -> do not have clocks, spatial distance between 2 events, events
occurred at same time, speed of particle, Aristotelian setups.
-> discarding all detailed, geometrical, numerical information.
Must be careful not to throw the baby out with the bath water!!!
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In transition from Aristotelian to Galilean views switched from rigid picture of space-time to
sliding/shifting picture.
Now go to extreme in same direction imagine space-time drawn on a rubber sheet, which can
be stretched, pulled and bent.
-> amazing shift
We introduce events, worldlines, spacetime, etc to picture the real geometrical structure of
space and time and to help different observers communicate with each other.
Now allow these ideas to become paramount with more natural ideas such as spatial distances
and elapsed times being suppressed.
Since framework now considering is immune to conflicts with observations(removed), we
cannot call it a view.
Physics theory and world-view must make some statement about physical world.
Must find way to incorporate hard, numerical, geometrical information about space-time.
Since old spatial distances, elapsed times, etc no longer make any sense, must find something
to replace them.
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Must re-examine everything.
Been describing space-time using clocks and meter sticks without defining how they work.
Assumed we knew how to measure lengths and time intervals -> allowed us to describe
space-time around us.
Now be more careful.
1st, must be careful about measuring instruments and use as few as possible.
2nd, all instruments representable in space-time framework.
3rd, must explicitly describe and know properties of instruments.

Need 2 types of instruments to obtain geometrical information about space-time.
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1st instrument :
-> go out into space-time(away from worldline) collect information about space-time events
and return information back to worldline.
Otherwise, could only know about events on own worldline.
2nd instrument
-> record, or make numerical, the information brought back.
Allows making definite statements about events off worldline (not just to see them).
Make specific choices.
Meter stick?
Sticks out into space-time away from worldline.
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Problems.
1st, meter stick -> complicated object.
Corresponds to 2-surface in space-time and markings on meter stick correspond to lines
drawn on 2-surface.
2nd, how to read marking on meter stick?
Figure -> 2-surface of meter stick and line for 82 cm mark.

Clearly, 82 cm mark out in space-time away from worldline.
Where is 82 cm mark?
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Logical circle of confusion.
Meter sticks -> poor instruments.

Use particles.
Send particles out into space-time, reflect from event
and return to worldline as shown.
Problem with particles -> many speeds -> complication.
Use light.
Light can reflect off events in space-time, has speed
intrinsic to space-time.
-> light is appropriate instrument for probing space-time.

Instrument for recording information?
Clock stays on worldline -> read locally;
No additional constructs or troublesome features - it just generate numbers (time values)
-> perfect pure recorder.
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Represent 2 instruments in space-time.
Light -> worldline.
Clock = point object with worldline;
All clocks identical and time values monotonically increasing.
Time reading of clock = function that assigns to each point
on clock’s worldline, a number (time).
Each time value = event on clock’s worldline.
Number assigned to point p = time, according to clock, at p.
Clock can only assign time to event if clock’s worldline passes
through event.
Notice how I am avoiding any philosophical nonsense concerning time!!

Be explicit about all properties assumed by 2 instruments.
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Light - assume 2 pulses of light, emitted in same direction from same event, move
together, no matter what emitters are doing.
Consider 2 clocks with coincident worldlines until p
after which separated; brought back together at q ;
then remain together.
p is point on worldline of clock A, clock assigns to p
number = time according to A of p
-> TA(p);
q point on worldline of clock A, clock assigns to q
number = time according to A of q
-> TA(q).
Difference TA(q) − TA(p) -> physically elapsed time(clock A) between events p and q.
Similarly, using clock B -> TB(q)−TB(p).
Problem: Cannot say TA(q) − TA(p) = TB(q) − TB(p) since do not have same worldlines
between p and q. Why?
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Assume true and check consequences.
Fix in space-time reference event p and arbitrarily -> time t = 0.
Consider another event q in space-time.
Can assign this event q time in this way.
Find clock A, which passes through both events p and q
-> TA(p) and TA(q).
Using clock A then assign to event q time t = TA(q) − TA(p).
Time assignments same no matter what clock send from p to q (same for clock A and clock B)
because just assumed this to be true!
Thus, event q assigned unique time.
Having made assignment for q -> true also for any other event in space-time.
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Therefore, to each event in space-time can assign unique time.
Given unique times -> draw surfaces corresponding to given times, i.e., surface
corresponding to t = 3 which passes through all events assigned time t = 3
-> have constructed a collection of time-surfaces in space-time.

Assumptions leads directly to slicing space by time-surfaces -> Galilean view.
Only way avoid Galilean view(not correct) -> not make the time assumption.
Another argument against time assumption comes from
observations.
Consider experiment.
mu-meson = simple clock;
Keeps track of time since creation and when time reaches 10−6
sec decays = clock with 1 tick!
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Now insert into experiment couple of clocks, one remains on surface of earth (A) and another
goes up into atmosphere experiencing collision of cosmic ray with air molecule and then
returning to earth with mu-meson(B)(last figure).
Now clocks A and B together at p and at q.
Might expect TA(r) − TA(p), where r is event on earth which
Aristotelians -> occurred at same time as collision event s -> same
as elapsed time TB (s) − TB (p).
Earlier discussion of experiment -> A’s elapsed time from r to q is 10
× 10−6 sec while elapsed time according to B’s clock between s and
q is 10−6 sec.
Thus, B will measure shorter time between p and q than A.
Clearly, should not make any assumption of equality of elapsed times for differently moving
clocks!
Oh, well…. Try another idea.
Let 2 clocks A and B describe same worldline between p and q.
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Can determine various clock readings and ask same question about equality
of elapsed times.
Seems obvious that elapsed times =, i.e., identical clocks and same
worldline.
Be careful.
Looking at figure, see that 2 clocks had different histories prior to p.
Does past history of clock affect present ticking rate?
No experimental evidence of any effect due to past history -> assume does not matter.
Elapsed timed assumed same
2 clocks having identical worldlines between two fixed events measure same elapsed times
between those events
-> way theoretical physics proceeds to develop theory.
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Summarizing clock property.
Given any worldline of particle,
one acquires assignment of times to points of worldline
(clock carried alongside particle and clock readings = times).
Time assignments are unique as far as elapsed times are concerned
worldlines thus acquire time functions.
Have general framework - events, space-time, worldlines, etc,
+ instruments determining geometrical information
light pulses and clocks along with descriptions in space-time
light-pulse = worldline
and
clocks = worldlines + times associated with each point.
Also worldline of light independent of source or observer and
two clocks with same worldline record identical elapsed time.
Interested in relationships between events -> relationships between physical objects.
Now determine relationships using framework, instruments and properties.
Fix 2 events, p and q in space-time.
How to determine relationship between them?
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Since 2 events arbitrary -> not necessarily true that any light pulse will pass through both
events or that there exists clock whose worldline meets both events -> cannot find anything out
using only 1 instrument.
Now light pulses convey information and clocks record information.
Clearly, can use both instruments in procedure.
Idea : keep clock near 1 event, p,
use light-pulses to interact with q
and bring information back to us (traveling with clock).
Consider figure right.
Send clock through p.
Send light pulse from clock worldline (emitted at r) to q.
2nd light pulse emitted by q reaches worldline of clock (arriving at s).

Thus, observers traveling with clock and who experience p cannot experience q, so let light
pulses experience q and record emission (r) and reception (s) of light.
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2 events r and s on our worldline represent information about q conveyed by light.
Clock that we are carrying with us makes information numerical.
Clock that we are carrying assigns times to events r, p and s and use
assigned times to measure 2 numbers, namely, elapsed time between r
and p is t2 = TA(p) − TA(r) and elapsed time between p and s is t1 = TA(s) −
TA(p).
2 events p and q -> 2 numbers t1 and t2 using 2 instruments.
2 numbers describe relations between events p and q.
Now try to understand what 2 numbers t1 and t2 mean physically
and how to use them.
Total time t1 + t2 is elapsed time for light signal to travel from my
worldline to q and back.
Might -> spatial distance from p to q must be c(t1 +t2)/2.
Similarly, since light speed going out to q and coming back is always c, event q must have
occurred at time (t1 + t2)/2, i.e., 1/2 total elapsed time.
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This time corresponds to event q′, which is halfway between r and s (diagram).
Time of q′ (simultaneous with q) is (t1 +t2)/2 and time of p is t2.
-> elapsed time between p and q′ or q is (t1+t2)/2−t2 = (t1−t2)/2.
-> spatial distance between p and q is c(t1 + t2)/2 and elapsed time
between p and q is (t1 − t2)/2.

Sum and difference combinations are all information we can extract from original two numbers
t1 and t2 -> represent physical interpretation of numbers.
-> managed to re-express ideas which make sense in Aristotelian/Galilean views in different
way in terms of 2 numbers t1 and t2 which have explicit physical significance.
2 numbers t1 and t2 carry some information which refers to observer (clock worldline) and
some intrinsic to space-time.
just rederived the prevous “radar method”
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A problem. Both t1 and t2 cannot be intrinsic to space-time.
Fix events p, q, r and s, and consider 2 clocks A and B
each of which experience r, p and s.
Let times be t1 and t2 according to A and t′1 and t′2 according to B.
Not true in general that t1 = t′1 and t2 = t′2 since have already rejected that possibility.
So, clock A assigns numbers t1 and t2 to events p and q while clock B assigns numbers t′1 and
t′2 to events p and q and these times can be completely different - seemingly arbitrary.
How do we get around this difficulty?
Consider following situation.
Try to determine spatial distance between two fixed points by
walking between points.
Clearly unsatisfactory procedure as shown.
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Clearly, distance route-dependent even if 2 fixed points are close together.
Get around problem by 1st requiring that walker choose route and then requiring that 2nd point
be nearby.
Avoid seeming arbitrariness of times by requiring that only consider limit when events p and q
are nearby.
Prevents clock worldlines from wiggling too much between events r and p and between p and
s -> keep time distortion to minimum.

Continuing quest to understand physical meaning of two measured times t1 and t2 we note 5
separate, distinct cases for construction depending on relative locations of p and q, i.e., on
order of r, p and s along clock worldline.
Next figure -> these cases.
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1. Order (A). t1 = elapsed
time between p and s is
positive, while t2 = elapsed
time between r and p is
negative - p occurs before
q
2. Order (B). p and r coincide.
Light pulse from clock to q
leaves clock at p. t1 is
positive, while t2 = elapsed
time between r and p is zero
- since p and r coincide
3. Order (C). Same as
earlier case. p occurs
between r and s on clock
worldline. Both t1 and t2
are positive.
4. Order (D). p and s coincide. Light returning from q meets clock at p. t2 = elapsed time
between r and p is positive, while t1 = elapsed time between p and s is zero, since p and
s coincide
5. Order (E). Both r and s occur before p. t2 = elapsed time between r and p is positive, while
t1 = elapsed time between p and s is negative.
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5 cases are dependent on ordering of r, p and s along clock worldline.
Question of which case one has, however, depends only on events p and q and not on any
other details - especially not on choice of clock worldline.
1. Part (A). r occurs after p on clock
worldline - clock passes from p to r
and then light from r to q. All light
sent in all directions from p will
cover region of space-time including
q - event q will lie inside forward
light-cone of p.

Consider next figure.

2. Part (B). r and p coincide - light
pulse from p reaches q. Event q
will lie on forward light-cone of p.
3. Part (C). Light, to reach q, must
be emitted from clock before p,
while light emitted from q
reaches clock after p. p is neither
within nor on forward light-cone
of q and q is neither within nor
on forward light-cone of p
illustrated for (A)

5. Part (E). Light from q reaches clock before p.
p will lie inside forward light-cone of q.

4. Part (D). Light pulse from q
reaches p. Event p will lie on
forward light-cone of q.
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Important point of last set of characterizations -> only involve qualitative features of space-time:
light-cones and location of events within, on or outside those light-cones.
Features do not refer to any property of clock worldline.
p and q completely determine particular case.
Question of which case have is intrinsic to space-time.
5 cases classified in table.

Summarizing, 5 cases can be distinguished using light-cones of p and q or signs of numbers t1
and t2.
Is there some combination of t1 and t2 that reflects this classification and is thus
intrinsic to space-time?
As is usual in theory, someone makes right guess.
Intrinsic quantity is product t1t2 -> interval between p and q.
If intrinsic to space-time, then no matter what clock chosen, interval will always be same
number given events p and q.
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Now almost have all ideas need to formulate general relativity without mathematics (1 minor
one still needed).
Before finding it, summarize how arrived at this point.

Intrinsic relationship between events in relativistic view is interval associated with any two
nearby events = certain number of seconds squared.
Intrinsic in sense that can be determined by any individual observer using own clock
-> number obtained will be same for any other observer using own clock -> what intrinsic
means!
Relativistic view of space-time consists of two catalogs.
1st lists all possible events (past, present, future).
2nd lists all pairs of nearby events, and for each pair, the interval between them.
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Space-time = geometrical entity -> enough information to allow us to describe relationship
between non-nearby events -> connect with worldline and relate nearby points on worldline
until distant points are related.
What is physical interpretation of interval?
Simple calculation ->:

where apparent -> according to observer with clock.
Then have

—>

interval = t1 t2 =

✓


x
+
c

( x)2
=
c2

t

◆✓

x
c

t

◆

( t)2

-> result any observer measuring apparent spatial distance and apparent elapsed time would
use them to calculate interval.
Different observers will disagree about values of ∆x and ∆t but will agree about interval value.
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Earlier introduced distinction between lightlike, timelike and spacelike separated events (or
intervals)
Using expression for interval

Observer measuring ∆x and ∆t says.
• Lightlike related events → interval = 0 or ∆x = c∆t.
Thus, lightlike related means that light just makes it from one event to other or one event lies
on light-cone of other, -> exactly as found earlier.

• Timelike related events → interval < 0 or ∆x < c∆t.
Since light can go distance c∆t in time interval ∆t
-> say that during elapsed time between 2
events, light has enough time to travel further
than spatial distance between events later event
is inside light-cone of 1st event as earlier.
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Figure -> full scenario of this case.

Have events p and q + clock worldline passing through p(experiences p) and another
observer whose worldline passes through q (experiences q).
2nd observer experiences light from p at event u experienced before event q.
To this observer, event q occurred too late to be on light-cone of plight had already gone by
before q occurred.
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•

Spacelike related events → interval > 0 or ∆x > c∆t.

•

Thus, during elapsed time between 2 events, light had
enough time to travel a distance less than spatial
distance between 2 events.

•

Light emitted from one event, will never make it to other
event - other will occur too soon. Figure.

Other observer experiences q and only after that
experiences (at u) light coming from p.
Observer would say that q occurred too early - before light
from p was experienced.

Look further at concepts of timelike and spacelike
intervals.
Consider 2 nearby events p and q
-> timelike related with q within light-cone of p.
—> Can find clock that experiences both events as
shown in (A).
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Suppose this clock records elapsed time t between p
and q.
What is interval between these 2 events in terms of t?
Part (A) of figure -> limit of part (B) where q very close
to worldline of clock.

In this case, r and s are very close together and also
close to q.
Part (A) corresponds to q, r and s coinciding.
Therefore, t1 = t (elapsed time from p to s = q) and t2 = −t (elapsed time from r = q to p).
Therefore interval = t1t2 = −t2
(Part B) -> if experience 2 nearby events (on worldline),
then interval between 2 events is −t2 where t = elapsed time you measure between 2
events.
Can understand concept of spacelike interval similarly.
Let p and q be spacelike related.
Can send many clocks through p.
Some would have t1 > t2 and vice versa.
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Choose clock where t1 = t2 as shown.
In this case, our observer would measure
∆x = c(t1 + t2)/2 and ∆t = 0
and interval is (∆x)2/c2 = square of spatial
distance between 2 events divided by c2.
Now b tased on all these ideas, we propose following way to think about space-time.
Think of space-time as consisting of 2 books,
1st listing all possible events and
2nd listing, for all possible pairs of nearby events, interval between those events.
Two books contain all spatial and temporal information possible to know about world.
Information is used as follows.
Physical phenomena are described in terms of collections of events, i.e., worldlines, etc.
Intervals in 2nd book provide information about relationships between events which leads to
spatial and temporal statements about physical phenomena.
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If makes sense then should be able to describe light-pulses and clocks (our instruments) in
terms of intervals.
Imagine someone who knows relativity and who has spent entire life in closet —> no way to
observe outside world.
Person has access to 2 books described and nothing else.
Person in closet instructed to figure out, from books, what observers on outside already know,
because they can shoot light-pulses, find their worldlines, build clocks and associate
time-functions with worldlines.
Can person in closet determine what are worldlines for light-pulses and what are the worldlines
and times for clocks using only 2 books?
First, consider light-pulses.
Worldline is lightlike if any two nearby points along worldline are lightlike -> valid definition
since only requires 2 books, i.e., worldline = collection of events from 1st book and whether is
lightlike determined by whether all nearby points have interval zero -> information in 2nd book.
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Knowledge of relativity -> given 2 lightlike events, single light-pulse can experience both
events.
Therefore actual worldlines of light will be lightlike worldliness he found from books.
He can correctly predict worldlines of light knowing only what is in two books
What about clocks?
Person in closet defines worldline as timelike if any 2 nearby points along that worldline are
timelike related -> makes sense using 2 books.
Knowing relativity person in closet knows that all clock worldlines are timelike.
Therefore, he can predict all possible clock worldlines using only 2 books.

What about elapsed time?
Can he determine that from 2 books?
This is how it is done.
Take particular timelike worldline, fix 2 points p and q on worldline and predict elapsed time
between 2 points using 2 books.
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Choose sequence of points marked s1, s2, ....sn along worldline from p to q as shown.
Points chosen so that p and s1 are nearby, s1 and s2 are
nearby, and so on until sn and q are nearby.
Look up intervals for each of nearby pairs
(all negative since timelike worldline).
For each nearby pair, square-root of negative of interval
is elapsed time between that nearby pair.

Add all elapsed times to find total elapsed time between p and q -> elapsed time can also be
predicted from 2 books -> information about clocks carried by interval.
Thus, from interval, can determine how light goes and how clocks move and tick.
What is known about world is in 2 books
-> relativity view.
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The Physics and Geometry of the Interval
Now we extend the discussion beyond interval and its meaning
to discuss physical phenomena which may be happening in immediate vicinity of observer.
Given an observer in space-time with clock, fix event p on worldline.
Ask question:
Can observer characterize events near p within Aristotelian view,
i.e., times of occurrence and positions, using our standard instruments?
If so, what does characterization look like?
Let q be event near p.
Observer can use standard procedures (radar method) to
determine t1 and t2
and thus calculate ∆x = c(t1 + t2)/2 and ∆t = (t1 −t2)/2
to obtain apparent spatial distance and apparent elapsed time
between p and q.
What if observer found ∆t = 0,
i.e., t1 = t2?
Observer -> that p and q were simultaneous events.
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Observer interprets some events as simultaneous with p
and others not simultaneous with p as shown where
observer might find q and q’ are simultaneous with p,
and q” is not.

If observer considers collection of all events (q) nearby(to p),
regarded as simultaneous with p using criterion above one
then gets surface in space-time as shown

All events q on surface have t1 = t2 including p (t1 - t2 = 0).
Observer
-> surface is locus of all events simultaneous with p
-> time-surface
all its events occurred at same time,
namely, time of event p
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If now find all events q for which ∆t = 1sec,
i.e., t1 − t2 = 2 sec,
then observer would say that q occurred 1sec after p (elapsed
time between p and q is 1sec)
If draw a surface through all such events ->
Observer
-> surface represents is locus of all events which are 1 second
later than p
or
locus of all events which are simultaneous with u which is 1
second later than p on clock worldline passing through p and u.
Process can be repeated for any other value of elapsed time
between events.
Each choice -> time-surface as shown.
Result
-> slice space-time near p into family of surfaces of simultaneity
-> created old time-surfaces of the Aristotelian view for particular observer
But now done with reasonable care, using our instruments.
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Now do same thing for position in space.
Consider events q for which ∆x = 0, i.e., t1 +t2 = 0 or t1 = −t2.
These events have zero spatial distance from p —> they occurred at same position as p.
If draw locus of all events q with ∆x = 0, result -> worldline in space-time.
Observer says
this worldline represents all events at same spatial position as p -> a position-line.

What does this line look like in space-time?
Now t1 = elapsed time between events p and s (old figure right)
and t2 = elapsed time between events r and p.

Thus, −t2 is elapsed time between p and r(reversed).
But ∆x = 0 -> t1 = −t2 or ∆x = 0 means elapsed time from p to s
is the same as elapsed time from p to r.
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Both r and s are on same worldline as p and
since have same elapsed time from p, have r=s.
But r=s means event q is on worldline of clock
events q that have ∆x = 0 (same spatial position
as p) are events q which lie on worldline of
clock.
To find another position-line, repeat process with ∆x having
different value for all events in collection
-> set of position-lines.

Result of 2 construction procedures is local(nearby p)
Aristotelian setup.
Observer then characterizes event by specifying time-surface
and position line intersection which corresponds to event.
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Note constructions accomplished using only 2 instruments and 2 instruments are completely
described in terms of interval.
Thus, knowledge only of interval is sufficient to construct local(nearby p) Aristotelian setup.
Each individual Aristotelian observer uses these techniques and intersections of worldlines,
etc, with time-surfaces to describe what is happening in time.
Other observers have own Aristotelian setups and own (possibly different) description of
events.
Link between different observer is interval since all agree on interval.
Now broaden understanding of general picture.
Fix event p and let 2 observers (A and B) experience this event
i.e., (worldlines intersect at p).
Each observer constructs an Aristotelian setup near p.
Have 2 setups(superimposed) in same region of space-time.
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What happens in relativity view?
2 observers disagree about position-lines and time-surfaces and thus disagree on all
spatial and temporal relations for 2 events
like: at same time; elapsed time; at same position; spatial distance; etc.
Only agree on number of events, speed of light and interval [(∆x)2/c2] − (∆t)2.
Consider event q on diagram.
A says p and q on same time-surface -> simultaneous; B disagrees - B says q came after p.
Another observer might say q came before p.
No agreement among observers about time-order of p and q (because p and q are spacelike
related).
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If were timelike related, then all observers would agree about time-order, although not about
value of elapsed time.
2 points on one of B’s position-lines (means B says at same position) clearly are on different
position-lines according to A and thus A says they occur at different positions.
Only universal or intrinsic quantity is interval between events.

Examples to illustrate individual interpretations and their relationships via interval.

A and B have clocks and A sees B pass by at p
(B says same about A).
Imagine B’s clock reflects light (image of clock reading) and
A receives that light showing reading on clock.
Ask question: What will A observe about ticking rate of B’s
clock compared to clock that A carrying?
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Redraw diagram keeping only features need to do calculations.
Fix q on B’s worldline.
Event r on A’s worldline is where light pulse was emitted by A that
intersected B’s worldline at q.
Event s on A’s worldline is intersection of return light-pulse from
B(from q).
Assume some particular elapsed time values, namely, A records 9
seconds between r and p and A records and elapsed time of 4
seconds between s and p.
What does A say?
At s A will see whatever B’s clock was reading at q.
At p they pass and A can read B’s clock directly.
A measures 4 seconds passing between s and p on A’s clock.
Denote by t elapsed time on B’s clock.
What elapsed time (how many ticks) will A observe occurring on B’s clock between s and p?
Calculate the value.

Focus on interval between p and q.
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According to A t1 = elapsed time between p and s = -4
and t2 = elapsed time between r and p = 9
-> interval is t1t2 = −36 sec2.
For B, both events are on clock worldline
-> interval is −t2.
Since interval universal -> t = 6.
Thus, elapsed time that B measures(directly) between q and p is 6 seconds.
However, A says that only 4 seconds have elapsed between s and p.
So A sees B’s clock as speeded up by 50% (6 ticks in 4 real seconds).
What else can we say about this experiment as represented by figure?
What would B say about ticking rate of A’s clock?
Must let B do same experiment on A that A just did on B.
At q B saw light emitted from A at r. Thus, at q, B sees what A’s clock was reading at r.
Then at p B can read A’s clock directly.
B sees A’s clock go through 9 ticks while B’s clock only ticks 6 times.
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So B says during 6 seconds saw A’s clock undergo 9 ticks
or saw A’s clock make 9 ticks in 6 real seconds
-> A’s clock was speeded up by 50%
Both observers say same thing about other observer! Who is right?
Which clock really speeded up? No answer really in relativity or physics in general!
Each observer does their own thing (agreed upon procedures) and they disagree
-> just way it is in this view.

Using same figure compute speed of one observer according to other.
A knows that B experienced q and p directly.

A then computes spatial distance and elapsed time between these two events.
A knows that t1 = −4 sec and t2 = 9 sec so that ∆x = c(t1 +t2)/2 = 5c/2 and ∆t = (t1 −t2)/2 =
−13/2sec (negative because q occurs before p according to A).
Therefore A says B’s speed is ∆x/∆t = 5c/13.
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Everything works! All based on universality of interval.
Might argue - have replaced one baffling experimental observation (mu-mesons) with equally
baffling assumption about interval.
Why don’t we explain these statements instead of asserting them, i.e., why does physics only
explain how things work and not why things work the way they do?
That is how physics works we never answer why question about assumptions — leave that for
philosophers to argue about usually with no definitive results.

Another example.
A emits light-pulse and wants to measure its speed as light
goes away.
Details of experiment:
At p emits light-pulse.
2nd event q along worldline of pulse chosen.
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A has Aristotelian setup nearby p -> determines elapsed time and spatial distance between p
and q.
Dividing spatial distance by elapsed time -> speed of light.
Return light signal from q reaches A’s worldline at s.
Let elapsed time, according to A, between p and s on her worldline be
t as shown.
In this case event r is same as event p and thus t1 =t and t2 =0
(because r=p).
Find ∆x = ct/2 and ∆t = t/2 so that speed of light is ∆x/∆t = c;
—> Silly experiment, i.e., ask silly question and get silly answer
A effectively put speed of light c into experiment and then pulled it out.
Is there more reasonable experiment?
Since 2 measuring instruments incorporate speed of light c in their operation, must use another
device in order to measure value of c directly.
Consider following.
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Build standard meter sticks.
2 individuals meet at center of meter stick and
synchronize their clocks.
Then separate one going to each end of meter stick.
Reaching ends one of them emits light-pulse and
records time of emission while individual at other end
records time of reception.
Then return to center and compare clocks.
Divide 100cm = total light travel distance by elapsed
time in seconds and get numerical value of the speed
of light, i.e., c = 100/(t − t′)
Now turn to measurements of lengths of objects.
Consider following.
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Observer A standing with clock.
Pole approaches her head on.
1st front of pole passes her and then rear of pole
passes her
Pole in space-time defined by world-surface
bounded by worldlines of front and rear of pole as
shown.
What does A measure for length of the pole -> apparent length, according to A.
Now detail several experiments that A might use to measure length of pole
Experiment #1:
1st A computes apparent speed of pole(rear) using method
discussed earlier.
Space-time diagram of experiment shown right.
q on rear end of pole chosen so that light-pulse
from q just reaches A as front end of pole does
(s). r chosen
-> light-pulse from r passes through q.
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Choose numbers for elapsed times (= choosing relative speed
of observers).
Elapsed time, according to A, between s and p is 4 seconds
and between r and p is 9 seconds
-> elapsed time between r and s is 5 seconds.
What is length of pole?

1st compute speed of pole as earlier.
Numbers identical to earlier case -> speed of pole = 5c/13.
Thus, apparent length of pole is (speed)(elapsed timed between front and rear passing)
= (5c/13)(4) = 4.6 × 1010 cm) (very long pole!) -> apparent length of pole calculated using
experimental measurements.

Another possible technique for measuring length (next slide)
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Here A identifies some event u on rear end of pole which A thinks is
simultaneous with s (has Aristotelian setup with time-surfaces).
u and s are at opposite ends of pole and simultaneous(-> pole has
not moved between u and s).
A then computes spatial distance = apparent length.
According to A, elapsed timed between s and p is 4 seconds.
Thus, if u is simultaneous with s, then according to A, elapsed time from u to p must be 4
seconds also.
But A thinks speed of rear end is 5c/13.
Thus, A says that apparent spatial distance between u and p is 4(5c/13) = 20c/13.
Now have 2 events, which A thinks are simultaneous and have A’s apparent spatial distance
between them, namely, 20c/13.
Thus, A -> length of pole is 20c/13 = 4.6 × 1010 cm) -> same!
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3rd experiment.

A identifies v at which light she sent to rear end of pole meets front
end of pole.
Argument: light, beginning at v (front end) travels to q (rear end) and
then bounces back traveling length of pole again and returning to s
(front end).
If can determine total elapsed time (∆t) between v and s, then spatial
distance (∆x) or apparent length is c(total elapsed time)/2.

Now ∆x = (apparent speed of front of pole)(apparent elapsed time from v to s) = 5c/13×∆t.
Also , according to A, r and s occur at same spatial position (A’s worldline).
Thus ∆x = apparent spatial distance between v and s also.
In addition, elapsed time between v and s is also ∆t and since apparent elapsed time from r to
s is 5 seconds, apparent elapsed time from r to v must be (5 − ∆t) seconds. r and v are light like
related -> therefore, ∆x = (5 − ∆t)c.
-> 2 expressions for ∆x ->
or ∆t = 65/18 sec = according to A, elapsed time between events v and s.
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If now compute apparent length of pole c(total elapsed time)/2 we get 5.4 × 1010 cm
-> different than earlier results (17% larger).
Nothing wrong with this experiment.
Length calculated was appropriate one for experiment as were others.
Length has many different meanings in relativity.
All methods would give same answer if pole was moving slowly; give different answers if pole
moving fast.
Everyday ideas and language not appropriate for relativistic speeds!

Note that defined length or proper length of object = length measured by an observer at rest
relative to object and -> measuring spatial separation between ends of object
simultaneously(View #1).
Clear now can answer any question asked from viewpoint of any observer.
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Einstein’s Equation: The Final Theory
Now have almost all ideas needed to develop Einstein’s general theory of relativity.
Need one more ingredient (Einstein’s equation), then rearrange ideas into coherent picture.
1st summarize what have already done and put into form of physical theory along way.
Starting point -> 2 books, one listing all possible events and other listing, for every pair of
nearby events, interval between them.
Instead of regarding these books, as earlier, as summary of what world is like (remember
constructed by observers wandering around making measurements),
imagine now factory which constantly turns out 2-volume sets, one after another, all different
from each other.
1st book of each set lists collection of points (labeled by letters).
2nd book of each set lists pairs of points and for each pair, a number of seconds squared.
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Total output of factory, over long period of time -> large pile of 2-volume sets.
Each set = space-time geometry.
Make no commitment at this point as to any connection of sets to our world, any other world,
or anything physical.
Just a bunch of sets!

Now select, at random, one of sets, give it to friend in closet who understands relativity.
He uses 2 books to define worldlines corresponding to light-pulses and clocks.

He can then predict spatial and temporal intervals between any pair of events and so on.
For every physical experiment he can think of he is able to make predictions about what he
thinks happens (he assumes that is way outside world actually works).
-> silly.
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Was random set of 2 books -> does not necessarily describe real world.
Each set is model of world but not necessarily actual world.
Need something else to find correct set.

Now, based on discussions so far, any physical theory consists of 3 things:
(1) statement of a certain class of models

(2) collection of techniques by which, from given model, one can make detailed physical
predictions about world

(3) all physical predictions which flow via (2) from one particular model in class (1 in fact
agree completely with actual physical experiments carried out in our world
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Beauty or aesthetic appeal of theory refers to how simple statement in (1) is.
May be some murmurings about how natural looking (2) is.
Technical simplicity of theory refers to how simple and straightforward techniques in (2) are.
Generality of theory refers to how large variety of physical predictions in (2) is.
As more and more experiments performed and statement in (3) remains valid, become more
convinced of validity of theory.
Present theory fits in as follows:
(1) models are space-time geometries (output from factory)
(2) techniques for making predictions is everything have been talking about
(3) all predictions which flow via (2) from one particular model in class (1) in fact agree
completely with all outside experiments.
This is crux of theory!
Unfortunately, there are number of unpleasant features of this theory. In particular:
(1) More models in class (1) then would like.
Generally, fewer models -> better theory (remember (3) -> only one works).
Worst case scenario would be if each experiment needed own model!
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(2) Predictions from (2) above are complete as far as spatial and temporal things(kinematic
things) are concerned, but very incomplete as far as dynamical things are concerned.
For example, fix event p on worldline of A.
A decides that p will throw off particle with certain speed in certain direction -> determines
direction of worldline of particle as emerges from p.
Now A issues further instructions that particle, after release, must not be disturbed.
It is to move freely however it wishes.
All of these conditions will uniquely determine how particle will move (that is what we observe
in actual world).
Could observe particle and then plot events it experiences and thus obtain its subsequent
(after release) worldline.
Not enough, however.
Do not want to just represent what has happened, want to be able to predict what will
happen.
Unable to do this as yet, i.e., cannot be done with only two books.
All he could do is tell you all possible timelike worldlines passing through p
he cannot tell you which will actually occur.
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Note can make some dynamical predictions, i.e., if particle were photon, then 2 books
sufficient to predict worldline.
(3) Theory so far has nothing to do with gravitation.
How is general relativity supposed to be a theory of gravitation?
Have theory with 3 serious objections.
Normally, deal with each objection one at a time.
In this case, however, Einstein was able to take care of all 3 at once!
Found certain equation -> Einstein’s equation that can be written symbolically (because
mathematics really necessary to write it down is very difficult - show later) as shown below.

Now explain meaning of all parts of symbolic equation.
1st, consider term curvature of space-time geometry.
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To set stage ask question:
How does one know that surface of earth is curved?

Only allow methods of explanation or measurements that operate entirely within surface itself,
i.e., obviously could tell by getting outside earth’s surface just go to moon and look at earth,
etc,
But in case of space-time cannot get outside space-time to look at it and see what is
happening.
Imagine earth inhabited by small, very flat, 2-dimensional ants, that crawl about surface.
Ants cannot move off surface or be influenced by anything off surface.
Can such ants determine whether or not surface of earth is curved?
Everyone should read Flatland!

How to proceed -> ask more general question.
What is sum total of all information (of geometrical character) that ants could accumulate
about surface of earth?
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Can locate points on surface of earth and could measure distances between pairs of points
and nothing else
-> can acquire information which is already in 2 books
-> ask again
Can ants determine(or can we determine from only 2 books) whether or not surface of earth is
curved?
Answer is yes.
Consider triangle on earth (figure).
Ants could draw triangle and could determine angles of
triangle, here all angles are 90○ -> sum of angles = 270○.
Remember Euclidean geometry, sum of angles of triangle
drawn on flat plane is 180○.
Clearly surface not plane!
In addition, spherical geometry says angle excess proportional to area of the triangle with
proportionality constant being square of radius of sphere.
Thus, ants can measure radius without ever leaving surface.
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Like ants on surface of earth, we cannot leave space-time.
Have access only to events in space-time and intervals between them if nearby.
Able to use info in 2 books to determine curvature of space-time
-> information in 2 books
-> curvature of space-time geometry.
Complicated but can do it.
Curvature, calculated using 2 books = quantity which appears on LHS of Einstein’s equation.
Important to not try to visualize curvature in 4 dimensions as real analog of curvature of surface
in 3-dimensions. Curvature is mathematical quantity -> zero for flat surfaces and not zero for
non-flat surfaces.
That is all that is important.

Curvature of space-time not constant (like curvature of sphere). Varies with space and time
space-time can have regions of positive, zero and negative curvature.
On RHS is constant G -> Newton’s gravitational constant and G = 6.7 × 10-8 cm3/gm−sec2.
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Left with quantity called mass density of space-time -> essentially what name suggests.
Expresses how much matter exists in given region of space-time.
It varies over space-time.
Einstein’s equation requires that curvature of space-time geometry equals G times mass
density of matter in space-time
-> different equation for each event in space-time (all quantities vary with space and time).
Equation must hold for every event in space-time.
-> solves 3 problems mentioned earlier.
1st, imposition of Einstein’s equation cuts down on number of valid 2 book sets (must satisfy
equation at every event) -> cuts down on number of potentially valid models.

For each, construct a 3rd book.
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Look up event p in 1st book.
Use 2nd book to compute curvature of space-time geometry at p.
Divide curvature by G -> mass density of matter at p and record in 3rd book.
Thus, Einstein’s equation can predict mass density from curvature!

Possible to use Einstein’s equation to go other way to calculate curvature from mass density!
Einstein’s equation is fundamental thing all by itself.
Equation asserts that distribution of matter requires certain curvature in space-time geometry
Matter causes curvature in space-time geometry.
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An analogy, which should not be pushed too far shown below where rubber sheet represents
geometry of space-time and shape the curvature of space-time.

Introducing matter as shown distorts surface and changes curvature and changes path of
motion of steel ball released on sheet.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b9XhexlQMZw
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2nd, Einstein’s equation allows us to make dynamical predictions in subtle and elegant way.
Remember, allowed observer A at event p to emit particle which was free to move as it
wished thereafter.
Observed, however, that particle followed unique worldline determined by initial conditions at
emission.
Did not earlier have any means to make prediction of unique worldline.
Einstein’s equations fixes problem.
Fix space-time geometry and consider number of possibilities for how emitted particle might
move.
For each of 5 possibilities shown construct 3 volume
set of books.
1st 2 books always same since dealing with same
events and same intervals(remember fixed spacetime geometry).
3rd book in each of 5 sets different.
Particle has mass and thus introduction into
space-time represents some mass density.
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Consider for example, event q.
Sets to represent situations α, β, δ, and ε -> in 3rd book,
event q - mass density zero for there is no particle experiencing event q.
Set representing γ, however, will say, in 3rd book, event q -> mass density .... (not zero)
for in situation γ there is particle experiencing event q.
Only one set of books can be labeled satisfies Einstein’s equation.
In this way, Einstein’s equation restricts what matter is allowed to do
it thus offers possibility for some dynamical laws.
Now use reverse interpretation of Einstein’s equation above space-time
geometry determines distribution of matter;
—> now use matter causes curvature interpretation.
-> imagine all space-time events given a priori, and matter distribution
having been given also.
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If look in 3rd book can determine worldline of emitted particle by finding those events that have
non-zero mass density associated with them and collect them together into worldline.
If now impose Einstein’s equation, -> intervals cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but rather must be
chosen so that resulting curvature of resulting space-time geometry satisfies Einstein’s
equation, i.e., is equal to (known, in this case) right side of equation.
So now Einstein’s equation no longer acts to restrict actual worldline of particle, rather it acts
to restrict intervals, given that worldline.
Now require that A make physical statements about what particle doing, in particular, particle
worldline and corresponding intervals(-> determine how clocks tick, how light-pulses move and
so on i.e., how A’s instruments, (for measurements), actually work).
Here is how Einstein’s equation works.
1st, it cannot do anything about worldline, but it cleverly adjusts what intervals will be so that A
ends up making correct (physically realized) statements about what particle is doing.
Once again Einstein’s equation provides dynamical information about how particle moves
more precisely, information about what A will have to say about its motion.
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From either approach get same result.
On imposing Einstein’s equation, lose right to specify both space-time geometry and worldline
of particle(or equivalently mass density associated with particle) at will.
2 things are connected via Einstein’s equation.

Result of this connection is that dynamical
behavior of physical phenomena is now tied down
to space-time itself.
Make physical analogy.
Consider rubber sheet and let it be in some curved configuration.
Configuration created by some distribution of matter placed on sheet.
Now place small steel ball on sheet.
Particular curvature dictates how ball will subsequently move on sheet.
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Reaction to curvature is what, within theory, dictates how matter moves about.
Remember, do not push analogy too far!
All analogies flawed, that’s why are analogies and not scientific theories.
Rubber sheet for Gravity is flawed because not fully three dimensional as real star and planets
would be.
In addition, not space that’s curved, but spacetime.
Physical objects follow straight lines in spacetime - not space as will see shortly.
What about 3rd difficulty?

Where is gravitation in all of this?

Now, Einstein’s equation can be interpreted as requiring that matter causes curvature in
space-time and it can also be interpreted as requiring that matter move in certain ways in
response to curvature in space-time.
Gravitation arises as follows.
Let there be 2 massive bodies in world.
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Then, according to Einstein’s equation, each will cause certain amount of curvature in spacetime.
Further, according to Einstein’s equation, each body forced to move in certain way in response
to curvature caused by other.
Net result, then, each body influences other.
Influence -> gravitation.
Curvature acts as intermediary between 2 bodies -> the gravitational field.

There are no forces in Einstein’s theory.
Matter causes curvature and particles travel along “straight” lines in curved spacetime
“straight” lines are geodesics of curved spacetime, i.e, “straightest” possible lines or “shortest
distance" in spacetime!
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Now state what final theory is.
1st, models -> 3 volume sets which satisfy Einstein’s equation.
Physical interpretation of models follow lines been discussing techniques, computations,
descriptions, interpretive remarks, etc.
Physical interpretations associated with model correspond to physical phenomena observed in
real experiments.
Gravitation enters theory because of limitations on valid models
-> general theory of relativity.
What are possible objections to theory?
In small region of space-time nearby any observer, do not see any evidence that it is curved.
Where is curvature?
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It is a matter of scale or a question of how curved.
Surface of earth is curved but you do not notice it or need to take it into account when you
throw a ball, etc.
If you fired a rocket and ignored curvature, you would miss however.
In entire solar system effects of curvature are still very small but are now observable.
In galaxy effects are even more dramatic and on a cosmological scale curvature effects
dominate everything.
It regions of high mass density, curvature effects also dominate everything.
This case is so-called black hole, which will consider after I show you some mathematical
details.
Basic equations
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Adding Cosmological constant

16 eqs
10 indep.
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The Ricci tensor is written in terms of the spacetime connection:

Rµ⌫ =

µ⌫,
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+
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The spacetime connection is directly written in terms of the metric tensor:
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The general metric tensor

special relativity

energy-momentum tensor forms
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Schwarzschild solution:
Assume only thing in universe is a point-mass m located at the origin —> T is zero except for
one point
Solution is for all points except origin.

metric tensor solution

spacetime interval for the Schwarzschild solution

Equations of motion in this metric
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An Example for the formalism: Black Hole
One of models - one of 3 volume sets - one that satisfies Einstein’s equation is a so-called
black hole.
Let us look at what the books say about this solution and then look at whether this corresponds
to anything in real world.
1st task, describe what space-time is, i.e., express contents of 1st book (listing events) and 2nd
book(listing intervals).
For events draw picture in 3-dimensional space as shown below.
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Not saying that events are in ordinary 3-dimensional space,
but only that can characterize them using diagram.
In picture have vertical cylinder and its axis.
At this point cylinder and axis are just guideposts to help us
locate things and describe what is going on geometrically.
Any physical interpretations will come later.
Label different regions of diagram as follows:
1. Region outside cylinder = external region
2. Cylinder itself = horizon
3. Region inside cylinder (excluding axis) = internal region
4. Axis = singularity
Names only for describing where point lies at this time; should not attach other meanings.
Actual names justified eventually.

Figure summarizes contents of 1st book. Now 2nd book.
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Concisely summarize content of 2nd book without listing every interval for every pair of nearby
points.
Done as follows.
Fix some point p in space-time.
2nd book lists for every point q near p and interval between p and q.
Use information to determine light-cone of point p
—> locus of all points q which have zero interval from p.
Thus, nearby intervals imply local(= near p) light-cones.
Then attach to each point in diagram small cone to represent local light-cone for that point.
These cones represent some but not all of information in 2nd book.
What can we tell about intervals if only know these local light-cones?
1. If q has zero interval from p, i.e., p and q are lightlike related. In this case q will lie on p’s
light-cone or p will lie on q’s light-cone.
2. If q and p are timelike related, then q lies inside p’s light-cone or p lies inside q’s lightcone.
3. If q and p are spacelike related, then q lies neither inside nor on p’s light-cone or p lies
neither inside nor on q’s light-cone.
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Thus, can determine, using just light-cones, sign of interval between two nearby events
whether are spacelike, timelike or lightlike related.
Interval gives more information than just sign, but rest of information difficult to represent on
diagram.
Leaving out this information will not limit ability to make physical interpretations of resulting
space-time geometry.
Now attach to each point in figure small lightcone to represent information from 2nd book
as shown.
Note, not justifying choices.
Just summarizing contents of 2nd book,
-> supposed to represent black hole
solution for Einstein’s equation.
In diagram, light-cones in external region far
from horizon are standard light-cones
(like would have drawn in special relativity or
flat space).
They sit up straight.
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As move in towards horizon light-cones begin to
do 2 things: become narrower and begin to tip
toward horizon.
This narrowing and tipping continues to horizon.
Light cones of points on horizon are so tipped
that cones are tangent to cylinder.
As proceed into internal region, light cones
continue to become narrower and continue to
tip.
As approach singularity, finally, cones become very narrow and have tipped 45○.
Figure only has light-cones for few representative points.
Entire picture remains same on vertical translation up or down.
Thus, light cones at p and q are same (on same vertical line).
Thus, only need to know light-cones on one horizontal plane to fully represent diagram.
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Entire picture remains same under rotation of diagram about axis - light-cones at p and q′ are
related by rotation about axis.
Thus only need to know light-cones on horizontal line from axis to infinitely far away.
-> space-time geometry or part of it since only shown points and signs of intervals.
Need to comment about points on axis.
Although these points exist in 3-dimensional space using to
represent space-time, they are not real events in this particular
space-time.
These points are not in first book.
Reason is following.
Any point p must have unique light-cone.
Light-cones from all directions tip over to 45○ as one approaches axis.
Since can approach point p on axis from any direction, limits of light-cones must be same on
axis no matter what direction approach from not the case thus axis is not in space-time. See
Figure.
Thus, as approach axis, light-cones have singular behavior - hence name singularity for axis.
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Now apply great variety of techniques discussed for extracting physical prediction from given
space-time geometry to particular geometry called black hole
-> generate physical predictions about black holes.
Everything now fixed by space-time geometry.
Can no longer add any new properties about black holes can only generate allowed
consequences of model.
If predictions do not agree with experiment, discard model and start again with different
model.

Now worldlines of observers are timelike lines
(v < c → inside light-cones).

3 typical observer worldliness shown right.
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Have superimposed these observer worldlines into space-time of black hole.
Worldline A represents observer who keeps well away from black hole
If A were orbiting around black hole worldline would be spiral as (A).

Observer B has somewhat more curiosity about black hole.
Begins with A.
At event p, however, decides to take closer look for herself.
Thus goes in (closer to horizon) while remaining in external region.
Eventually curiosity wanes and goes back to A joining event q.
Observer C overwhelmed by curiosity about black hole.
Goes directly toward it and then, at event u, crosses horizon.
Then remains in internal region for an interval and finally hits
singularity(his worldline seems to end at singularity).
Note all worldlines are timelike since they remain inside local lightcones.
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Remember there is no event available to C at singularity no possibility for further extension of
C’s worldline after arrives at singularity.
What does it mean physically to say C’s worldlines hits singularity?
Mathematically, C’s worldline just ends.
Physically, means that C snuffed out of existence after some finite time according to himself,
ceases to exist in space-time.
From C’s point of view, things easy to describe — exists at clock reading 1, at clock reading
1-1/2, at clock reading 1-3/4, at clock reading 1-7/8 and so on, but simply does not exist at
clock readings of 2 or greater.
C will never say I am experiencing event and my clock reads 2.

Does C disappear before one’s(other observers) eyes?
Not necessarily.
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Last question corresponds to actual experiment that might be performed on C (where 2nd
observer receives light-pulses from C and interprets things about C in terms of those received
pulses).
In order to predict what would happen in such an experiment need to draw diagram that
contains these light-pulses and let diagram tell us where pulses go and thus what we will see.
Will investigate such visual experience experiments later but cannot say anything or answer
such questions without doing experiment that is way physics works.
Suppose that C, at some point on worldline, was handed spacetime diagram for black hole.
Can tell that if does not change what is doing, then will be snuffed
out.
Clearly, not what wants so decides to stifle curiosity and return to
safety of A.
Will he be able to do so?
Depends on when makes decision to try to return to A.
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3 possibilities shown.

If C makes decision at event v (in external region),
then, even though light-cones have started to tip,
back side (side away from horizon)
is not yet vertical (occurs 1st at horizon).
At event v C has choice(by accelerating) of having worldline
go in any direction in local light-cone of event v.
Clearly, can choose new worldline going outward toward A
(shown).
As C moving along new worldline, light-cones straighten up
and becomes even easier to get to A.
So if decision made at event v all is OK.
Suppose, however, C waits until event u to try to adjust worldline.
New worldline must, however lie inside local light-cone of event u.
But at event u light-cone already tangent to horizon.
Thus, any direction inside light-cone is going to take C into internal region
and closer to singularity and farther from A.
So one moment later, no matter what does,
C going to be in internal region.
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In internal region all light-cones are tipped even more toward singularity
and thus, C has no choice but to to continue moving toward singularity.
So decision made at u is already too late
will be snuffed out no matter what does.
A decision at event w is even worse for C.
Summarize.
If in external region, then always have option of remaining in external region
(no matter how close to horizon your worldline may go).
Crossing horizon, however, is disaster.
Once horizon is crossed, no matter what you do,
you will go further into internal region
and eventually your worldline ends on singularity.
Crossing horizon can be experienced only once!
Look in more detail at what is happening as C approaches
and crosses horizon.
Figure shows C’s worldline if did nothing to change it.
At event v C remembers has dentist appointment
at event q in external region.
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C does not do anything at v to change worldline however.
How long can C wait before deciding to do something and still
make appointment?
Assume that elapsed time along C’s worldline between v and u
(where C would cross horizon if did nothing) is 10 seconds.
So if C waits 10 seconds, all is lost
could not make any appointments in external region
after reaching u.
Suppose waits 9.5 seconds after v (event s)
and decides to go back to A.
C can change worldline to any worldline within local light-cone at s.
s so close to horizon, however,
that back side of tipped light-cone almost vertical.
Thus, beginning at s, C cannot make very much headway towards A.
Can, by accelerating very strongly,
slowly but surely move away from horizon
and into regions where light-cones are closer to straight up
and can make more headway toward A.
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Unfortunately, C wasted lot of time in almost pure vertical motion on diagram
and can at best only make it back to A at event q′
missing appointment.
If made decision earlier say at 8 seconds after v (event r)
where light cones not very tipped over,
can make lots of headway toward A right from beginning
(while remaining inside local light-cones) and arrive at A at event q′′
and thus make appointment.
Thus, last few seconds before u are crucial.
Closer to u where C makes decision, longer will take to get back to A
might take years or centuries if C was very close to u.
Now consider another experiment. Figure.
We have A remaining in external region far from horizon.
C starting trip at p and going through horizon
and getting snuffed out
and C’s friend D who starts trip to cross horizon
later than C at q.
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Being a friend and knowing that C will soon be snuffed out,
D wants to join C for last few moments
(commit suicide together - experimentalists are weird people).
Is it actually possible for D to join C?
From diagram, clear answer is no
because D’s worldline must always
remain inside local light-cones along worldline.
Now modify experiment again as shown.
A’s worldline is same.
D’s worldline is same.
D, however, hands C note at p indicating that would not
begin trip across horizon until event q.
If C reads note before u,
then could change world line
and meet D (as shown)
where they could decide together
whether to stay in external region
or plunge together across horizon to the singularity.
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More interesting, however, is if C does not open note until event u as in figure below.
C can, in fact, still meet with D before end.
Changed worldline shown is perfectly valid,
i.e., C’s worldline is always inside local light-cone.
Can travel very large vertical distance(toward D)
on diagram for very small horizontal distance
(toward singularity) due nature of light-cones.
Finally, consider last case where C opens note at event
v as shown below.

At this event, light cones have tipped so much that C no
longer can reach D before end
(remember must stay inside local light-cones).
Note that, given space-time geometry (black hole here)
had all these discussions
and made all these physical interpretations
based only on idea that observer worldlines have to be inside local light-cone.
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Now use another idea to make further interpretations.
In particular, use fact that worldline of light-pulse is lightlike line.
Using this can draw within diagrams worldlines of various light-pulses.
Since see things visually with light-pulses,
can then discuss what physical phenomena
will look like visually to different observers.
Consider situation shown.
Here A again remains in the external region.
Now A continually sends out light-pulses
inward toward the black hole.
These worldlines are tangent
to the local light-cones as shown.
They all go through the horizon to the singularity.

To make experiment interesting
now introduce observer C as shown.
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Consider events s, t, u, v and w on C’s worldline
and
corresponding events s′, t′, u′, v′ and w′ on A’s worldline.
Light-pulse emitted by A at s′ reaches C at s,
light-pulse emitted by A at t′ reaches C at t, and so on.
What will C see visually if looks at A during trip into hole?
As indicated, at successive events C
will experience light emitted from successive events
on A’s worldline.
This is what happens everyday when you look at others
moving around.
Nothing strange happens here either
even as C crosses horizon.
Nothing dramatic happens
even as C approaches singularity.
No longer sees anything after is snuffed out
What did you expect?
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C could watch A for a longer period by altering his worldline inside the internal region as
shown below.
But still nothing dramatic occurs.
So nothing strange for observer falling into black hole seeing
other observers outside black hole emitting light-pulses.
Now consider different situation.
Light-pulses emitted by C as goes into black hole.
Draw these light-pulses as shown below.

Behavior of light-pulses emitted by C more interesting.
Those emitted from event like v, in external region,
just go out into external region.
Closer point of emission on C’s worldline is to event u
at which C crosses horizon,
farther up diagram light-pulse goes
before eventually gets away from hole
(dashed lines are lightlike worldlines of light-pulses).
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What happens to light-pulse emitted at u?
Worldline of this pulse is just vertical line tangent to horizon
(is lightlike line since local light-cones also tangent to horizon).
Finally, indicate worldlines of ight-pulses emitted by C
after crosses horizon at u.
Pulses just go into singularity.
The longer after u the more directly pulse goes into singularity.
Some, as indicated might take long time to get into singularity
(if emitted just after crossing horizon).
Can now determine what someone (A) in external region
watching C visually would see (figure).
A receives signals at succession of events on worldline from
succession of events on C’s worldline as shown.
No light from C reaches A from event u and after on C’s worldline.
Thus pulses either remain on horizon or go to singularity.
Thus, A only able to see C during C’s stay in external region.
Does A see C disappear somehow as C reaches u?
Not really.
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Although A may watch C forever (according to A),
all A will see visually is C getting closer and closer to horizon,
i.e., at some event A might receive light C sent out 1 second before u
(according to C).
An hour later A will be receiving light C sent out at say 0.3 seconds before u.
A day later A will be receiving light C sent out say 0.02 seconds before u
and so on.
Even after hundreds of years, A will still be receiving light sent by C just before u
(say 0.0000007 second according to C before u).
A never sees C crossing horizon, never sees C in internal region
and certainly never see C reaching singularity.
According to A, C(when watched visually) seems to slow down as time goes on.
Clear from diagram since takes forever
for A to see C’s last second before C experiences u.
Thus for A, years and years seem to pass
while A only sees visually C going through a small fraction of a second of his life.
Eventually, C appears to be frozen according to A.
Introduce another observer D who stays with A until event q also watching C as shown.
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Eventually D leaves A and go toward horizon and singularity.
D wants to see C crossing horizon and entering internal region.
D understands that must enter internal region to accomplish this.
As D crosses horizon at event x
sees light emitted by C at u (where C crossed horizon).
As D proceeds into internal region
receives light from C in internal region.
D unable to see C actually hit singularity.
Is critical point on C’s worldline between u and singularity
from which light-pulse just manages to make it to D
as D reaches singularity (so never actually reaches D).
As D moves toward black hole,
D sees C speeding up again
(before q D thought C was slowing down).
As D crosses horizon, sees C crossing horizon.
Then, D sees C for a while in internal region
and finally D gets snuffed out at singularity
without ever seeing C get snuffed out.
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Thus, nobody ever sees final moments of C’s life except someone accompanying C
(same worldline);
all light emitted just before reaching singularity just goes directly into singularity
and thus light itself snuffed out before anyone has opportunity to experience it.
Final example of visual effects.
Consider situation where A (remains in external region)
looks into black hole.
What will A see?
A will receive all light-pulses that reach worldline as shown.
Pulses come from nearer and nearer horizon the further
back along pulse one goes
thus A sees visually everybody that has gone into black
hole (on A’s side).
Those having gone in most recently will be seen farthest
from horizon and will appear to be moving fastest.
Those who went in longer time ago will appear to be closer to horizon and will appear to be
slowed down more.
Nobody who ever went into hole will be totally invisible to A.
Black hole thus gives visual record of every observer who ever plunged through horizon.
271 the black hole is ever lost to A.
No information as to who did and did not go into

Now know why black hole is so named.
Black refers to fact that no light ever comes out of hole itself
no light-pulse ever passes from internal region to external region
hole sends out no light
it appears black.
Hole refers to fact that observers (such as C) can go into object
(through horizon and into internal region)
but no observer can come back out
(internal to external regions).
Horizon itself is one-way membrane - in but not out.
Some other conclusions can be drawn from these diagrams
if add numerical information about interval on worldlines.
Difficult - I will just summarize conclusions.
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B would experience smaller elapsed
time between p and q than A would.

C would experience smaller elapsed time between
u and singularity by taking railroad-track worldline
than by taking direct route.
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C, by delaying start of return journey to A until very near u
can cause apparent elapsed time in return journey to A
to be as small as wishes,
even though A may say that C was away
for a very long time,
i.e., C might return to A 100 years later
(according to A),
even though C might have aged only a few days.
As final example consider following.
World-surface of rope is 2-dimensional surface.
Let A remain outside hole while C ventures in.
This time, however,
C ties one end of long rope around waist
and A is instructed to feed out rope
as C goes into hole.
Shown below.
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Assume that marks have been made at regular interval
along rope
and worldlines on diagram are those of marks.
Note how new marks (new worldlines) continually appear
from A’s worldline as rope is fed out.
Worldlines of marks are timelike
and after they cross horizon they proceed to singularity
C reaches singularity first with end of rope
and rest of rope is continually pulled into singularity
snuffing out successive marks.
Now, at event q in figure.
A becomes worried about C
and decides to try to pull him out of hole using rope.
So, A pulls on rope at q.
After q, worldlines associated with rope marks no longer
emerge from A
they instead come back to A as A pulls in rope.
Now any marks worldlines that have already crossed horizon
(are in internal region).
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Thus, there will be fewer marks available between A
and hole.
Physically, this means that rope is being stretched.
Thus, A will have to pull harder and harder on rope in
order to continue reeling it in,
i.e., in order to continue to receive additional
marks on his worldline.
Eventually, presumably, rope will break as shown in diagram.
One end will just continue falling into black hole,
eventually being absorbed by singularity,
while A will be able to recover rest as illustrated in diagram.
Thus, A will not be successful in pulling C out of black
hole using the rope.
That completes discussion of black hole space-time geometry.
Experimentally, black holes are now known to exist
both isolated, in binary systems with other stars,
and very large ones at center of galaxies.
We have now presented Einstein’s theory of relativity.
Along the way have seen how physics, especially theoretical physics works.
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